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1. PRELIMm ARIES 
1.1 Introduction 
Branching processes form one of the classical fields of applied probability and 
deal with a mathematical representation of the developement of a population whose 
members reproduce and die, subject to laws of chance. The particles may be of 
different types, depending on their age, energy, position, or other factors. However, 
they must not interfere with one another. This assumption, which unifies the math­
ematical theory, seems justified for some populations of physical particles such as 
neutrons or cosmic rays, but only under very restricted circumstances for biologi­
cal populations. There is a natural classification of branching processes according 
to their criticality condition, their time parameter, the single or multi-type particle 
cases, the Markovian or non-Markovian character of the processes, etc. 
In the rest of this chapter we review basic definitions and some results in branch­
ing processes such as extinction probability, growth rates of population, additive 
property of branching processes, and convergence of age distribution. We also give in 
chapter 1 a brief resume of some results in renewal theory which play an important 
role in chapter 3. In this thesis we present results for three different models. 
In the second chapter we consider a supercritical Markov branching process in 
which particles move according to a process with stationary independent increments. 
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We present conditions for convergence of the normalized empirical distribution of the 
positions of the particles at time t, as t goes to infnity. 
In chapter 3 we prove central limit theorems for functionals of the empirical age 
distribution of Bellman-Harris processes. In other words, for a real valued function 
/ on the nonnegative reals that integrates to zero with respect to the stable age 
distribution in a supercritical Bellman-Harris process with no extinction we present 
sufficient conditions for the asymptotic normality of the mean of / with respect to 
the empirical age distribution at time t. 
The last model in chapter 4 is named positive recurrent branching Markov chains. 
In this case we superimpose a Markovian movement structure on a simple Galton-
Watson process. That is, a particle reproduce its offsprings in the usual way but the 
offsprings choose their positions according to a Markov process. The Markov process 
is assumed positive recurrent for the discrete state space case and Harris-recurrent for 
the continuous case. We prove first the law of large numbers for the empirical position 
distribution. Then we discuss the large deviation aspects of these convergences under 
some finite moment assumption of offspring distribution. 
1.2 Preliminary Results in Branching Processes 
This section contains a short survey of the major problems of branching processes 
and some results which are needed in this thesis. The results are fundamental and may 
be found in any book on branching processes. We mention four books which together 
cover the classical theory, Harris(1963), Athreya and Ney(1972), Mode (1971), and 
Jagers(1975). 
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1.2.1 The Extinction Growth of Populations 
The simplest type of a branching process is the Galton-Watson process which is a 
Markov chain. The process can be thought of as representing an evolving population 
of particles. It starts at time 0 with Zq particles, each of which (after one unit of time) 
splits independently of the others into a random number, ^ say, of offspring according 
to the probability law {pjt}. The total number Zi of particles thus produced is the 
sum of Zo independent random variables, each with probability law {pit}. That is, 
2o 
j=i 
where = 1,2,...,} are i.i.d. copies of It constitutes the first generation. 
These go on to produce a second generation of Z2 particles, and so on. The number 
of particles in the {n + l)th generation is a random variable Zn+i which is the sum 
of Zn independent random variables with probability law {pfc}, in other words, 
^n+l = ^n,j 5 
i=l 
where {in,j,j = 1,2,..., n = 1,2,..., } are i.i.d. copies of The question of eventual 
extinction of such a process is answered with the aid of the generating function. Let 
H^)  =  m  =  h ' { l )  =  ' ^ kpk  <  00. 
k=Q k=l 
We assume throughout that Zq = 1 a.s. 
Theorem 1.1 Let q = P{Zn = 0 for some n > 1). Then 
(a) q is the smallest non-negative solution to the equation s = h{s). 
q is equal to 1 if m <1 and < 1  if m > 1. 
(h) P(Z„-»oo)  =  l -? .  
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The cases m < 1, m = 1, and m > 1 are called the subcritical, the critical, and 
the supercritical cases respectively. Part (6) states that if a Galton-Watson population 
does not die out, its size will tend to infinity. Hence, no independently reproducing 
population ever stabilizes in size; it either dies out or grows beyond all bounds. 
One extension is to assume that an individual lives for a random amount of time, 
say A, with distribution function G, then dies and at time of death gives birth to a 
random number of offspring, with probability law {pfc}. Individuals still reproduce 
independently and the Galton-Watson process can be viewed as the special case, 
A = 1. Rather than Zn, the number of individuals in the nth generation, the number 
of individuals alive at time t, Z{t), is studied. In this case, we have the following 
analog of Theorem 1.1. 
Theorem 1.2 Let q = P{Z{t) = 0 for some t > 0), then 
(a) q is the smallest non-negative solution to the equation s = h{s). 
q is equal to 1 if m < 1 and < 1  ifm>l. 
(b) P(Zt —»• oo) = 1—9. 
This process is in general not Markovian, unless the lieftimes are independent, 
exponentially distributed random variables. The latter process is called continuous 
time Markov branching process and the general non-Markovian case is called age-
dependent branching process or Bellman-Harris process. 
In the supercritical case, the growth of population is described by a real number 
Q, called Malthusian parameter. 
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Definition 1.1 The Malthusian parameter a for m and G is the root, provided it 
exists, of the equation 
mG{a) = 1, (1.1) 
OO 
where hat denotes the Laplace transform, i.e., G(a) = J e~°'^G{dy), 
0 
Due to the strict monotonicity and continuity of G(q;), such a root, when it 
exists, is always unique. We note that when m > 1 such a Malthusian parameter a 
always exists and is necessarily nonnegative. For m < 1 a Malthusian parameter a 
satisfying (1.1) need not exist. The next two theorems are concerned with asymptotic 
behavior of the critical and supercritical case, respectively. 
OO 
Theorem 1.3 Le tm  = 1. If h"{\) = < oo, f tdG(t) = (i < oo, and 
0 
<^(1 — G{ t ) )  —> 0 as GO, then 
(a )  \mP[^<x \Z ( t )>0)  =  l - e - ' " ' ' ' '> ' ,  a: > 0. 
(b> P(Z(() > 0) ~ 
Theorem 1.4 Assume that m> Let W{t) = e~°'^Z{t). 
(a) IfUPii^^^j — oo Vr(<) —> 0 w.p.l. 
(b) IfYlPjj^ogj < oo then W{t) converges w.p.l to a nonnegative random 
variable W having the following properties (assume Zq = 1); 
(i) P{W = 0) = 9. 
(ii) The distribution ofW is absolutely continuous on (0, oo). 
(H i )  (p (u )  =  Ee~"^ ,u  >  0 is the unique solution of the equation 
OO 
¥'(«) = / f { ^ i ' ue~°^ ) )dG{y ) ,  
0 
subject to y(0+) = 1 and v'(0) == —!• 
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The process can be made more general by also allowing individuals to be of 
different types. The population consists of p types of particles, whose reproductive 
behavior is governed by a p-dimensional generating function h(s) where 
h(s) = (/ii(s) , . . . , f t p (s)), 
h i { s )  =  h i {3 t , . . . , Sp )=  
0 < 5it < 1, 1 < < p, 
Pi(ii) • • • > ip) = the probability that a type i parent produces ji particles 
o f  t ype  1 ,  j 2  pa r t i c l e s  o f  t ype  2 , . . .  , j p  pa r t i c l e s  o f  t ype  p .  
Let Z{ t )  — (Z i { i ) , . . . ,  Zp{ t ) )  denote the number of particles of the various types 
existing at time t. The lifetime A; of a type i particle is a random variable with 
distribution Gi{-),i = 1,... ,p and a type i particle reproduces particles of type 
j on its death. Let m,j = E{(ij) and let M = be the particle production 
mean matrix associated with h(s). We assume that M is positively regular and 
nonsingular throughout this chapter. If we write /9(M) for its Perron-Frobenius root 
which is the maximal eigenvalue of M, the cases />(M) < 1, yo(M) = 1 and p{M) > 1 
are called the subcritical, the critical and the supercritical case, respectively. Here 
again is an analog to the concept of a Malthusian parameter for Bellman-Harris 
process. 
Definition 1.2 Let M(a) = The Malthusian parameter a for M 
and  (G i , . . . ,  Gp)  i s  de f i ned  t o  be  t he  number  a  wh ich  sa t i s f i ed  t he  equa t ion  /?(M(a)) = 
1, provided it exists. In the critical and supercritical cases, the Malthusian parameter 
a always exists and is nonnegative. 
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Growth rate is again related to this Malthusian parameter in the supercritical case. 
Let u and v be the left- and right-eigenvector of M(a) corresponding to eigenvalue 
1 such that 1 • V = 1, u • V = 1. 
Theorem 1.5 Suppose that p(M.) > 1, and dij = < oo,i,j = 1,... ,p. 
Let W(<) = e~°''Z(<), then 
(a) ^l imW(t)  =  W exists a.s. 
(b) there exists a scalar random variable W such that W = rjW a.s., where 
V  =  iVu - - - ,Vp )^  V i  =  « . (1  -  Gi{a ) ) .  
1.2.2 Additive Property of Branching Processes 
The Kolmogorov consistency theorem for stochastic processes (Chow and Te-
icher(1988)) assures us that we can construct a probabillity space P), on which 
the process lives. In this construction each point uj in the sample space represents a 
complete "family tree" (or "family history") specifying the time of birth, life length, 
ancestors and decendants of each particle. The a-algebra ^ is to be taken large 
enough so that {Z{t,(^),t > 0} (and other similar random variables which will be 
studied) are measurable functions on (n,.F) and an appropriate probability mea­
sure is constructed on the Borel extension of the cylinder sets of this space. Such 
a construction has been carried out by T. Harris in chapter 6 of his book (1963). 
So when we need to discuss such matters as a.s. convergence, equivalence of various 
statements about the process, we will not hesitate to refer to the space 
One of the basic assumptions of most of the branching process models is that of 
the independence of lines of descent. This independence of lines of descent leads to 
what may be called the additive property in branching process. More precisely, for 
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the single type Galton-Watson process it states that for any n, the stochastic process 
m = 1,2, , . . ,}  when condi t ioned on {Zq ,  equivalent to 
ZnM 
i=i 
where {Zm,j(t^); m = 1,2, • • •} for j = 1,2, • • •, are independent copies of {Zm} rn = 
1,2, • • •} with Zmfli'ji) = 1 w.p.l, and independent of {Zq, Zi, • • •, Z„}. This is refFered 
to as the additive property. We use this in conjunction with classical results from the 
theory of sums of independent random variables to obtain many of the limit properties 
of branching models. 
For a Bellman-Harris process of a single type the additive property can be stated 
in the same way. In fact, for a measurable function / : R, define 
Z{t,w) 
Z ] { t ,w )=  J :  f {a j { t ,w ) ) ,  (1.2) 
i=i 
where {a j { t ,w ) , j  =  ! , • • • ,  Z{ t ,w ) }  is the age-chart at time t  and superscript a  indi­
cate that P is supported by those w's which start with one particle of age a > 0. We 
simply write Zf{t,u)) for Z°{t,u;). By the additive property of branching processes, 
we can write 
Zj { t  +  s ,u ; )  =  X: (1-3) 
i=i 
where 
Zj'^^''^\s,uj) = E f{ajk{s + t,uj)), 
fe=i 
a jk ( s  +  t , u )  = the age at time < -f- s of fcth particle in a line of descent 
initiated by a particle of age aj{t,u}) living at time t. 
It is clear that conditioned on the age chart at time t ,  {Z j ^^^ ' ' ^ \ s , u } ) ; j  = ! ,•••}  are  
independently distributed and further if aj{t,u3) = a, then the conditional distribution 
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of is the same as Zj{s,u). 
In the multitype Bellman-Harris process, we define 
p Zic(t,u)) 
=  ^  f{ak j { t , u ) ) ,  
k=l j=l 
where {ajtj(<,w);i = 1, • • •, Zfc(<,a;)} is the age-chart at time t of type k particles, 
k = 1,... ,p, and superscript a indicate that the ancestor is of age a at time 0. In 
particular, if / = 1, 
z ; { t , u )  =  i z -C i .w) !  
fc=l 
denotes the number of living particles at time t when the ancestor is of age a at 
time 0. A moment's reflection is enough to arrive at the following representation of 
Zf{t -f .8,0;) as 
Z,^ t + s,;^) = '£, Yi (1.4) 
fc=i i=i 
where {ajti(^,w); j = !,•••, Zk{ t ) } ,  k  =  1, • • • ,p, is the age chart of type k  particles 
at time t, 
. P Zi{a,u) 
1=1 i=l 
and {a'kjit -f s, w); i = 1, • • •, Zi{s, t<;)} is the age chart at time f -f- 5 of type I particles 
in a line of descent initiated by the jth particle of type k of age akj{t,oj) living at 
timet. Furthermore, {Zj'''^*''^\s,(ji}), A: = 1, • • • ,p, j = 1,..., Zk{t)} are independently 
distributed when conditioned on the age chart at time t. If akj{t,u)) = a, then the 
conditional distribution of u)) is the same as Zj(s,u>) which starts with 
one type k particle whose initial age is a. 
The usefulness of these decompositions are well illustrated by the proof of con­
vergence of age distributions (see Athreya and Kaplan(1976) for example). We apply 
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this technique in chapter 2 on branching Markov processes (see Chapter 2 for defini­
tion and decomposition) to prove the convergence of the joint empirical distribution 
of the age and the scaled position of particles and in chapter 3 to prove central limit 
theorems for the age distribution in Bellman-Harris processes. 
1.2.3 Age Distribution in the Bellman-Harris Processes 
An important and useful aspect of Bellman-Harris processes is the limiting be­
havior of the age distribution. There has been considerable interest shown in the 
past in the limiting behavior of the age distribution. 
Single type case We consider a Bellman-Harris process with offspring distribu­
tion {pj} and lifetime distribution (?(•)• We make the following standard assumptions 
throughout in this subsection; G is non-lattice and Gr(04-) = 0. 
Now, introduce the following notation. For any family history w let: 
Z{ t , u ; )  =  the number of particles living at time <, 
Z{ t , x , u )  =  the number of particles living at time < whose age < x, 
A{ t , x , u )  =  \ {  >  0 ,  
f  e~'"'[l — G(u) ]du  
A (x )  =  I  ,  
f  e~°'"[l — G(u) ]du  
G(x  + () - G(x) 
1 - G(x)  •  
OO 
Theorem 1.6 Assume 1 < m < oo, po = 0. If PjU logi) < ^hen 
lim sup |i4(i,a:,w) —/l(a:)| = 0 a.s. 
oo r>0 
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Remark 1.1 The assumption po = 0 is primarily for the convenience of exposition. 
Otherwise one has to qualify "on the set of explosion." We have the immediate 
Corollary 1.1 Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1.6 
oo oo J h{x )A{ t , dx , ( j j )  J h{x )dA{x )  a s  t—*  oo ,  
0 0 
for any h{-) which is bounded and continuous a.e. (w.r.t. Lebesgue measure) on the 
support of G. 
For the critical case we have 
Theorem 1.7 Let m = 1. Assume also that lim sup[l — CCt)] = 0, then for any 
x>0 
e>Q,  
lim P(sup |A(t,a:,w) — /l(x)| > e\Z { t )  > 0) = 0. 
<->00 i>0 
Corollary 1.2 Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.7, for any e > 0, 
00 00 
1^P(| j g {x )A{ t , dx )  — Jg{x )A{dx ) \  >  e \Z{ t )  > 0) = 0, 
0 0 
where g{-) is bounded and continuous a.e. (w.r.t. Lebesgue measure) on the support 
o fG .  
Multitype case There are analogs of Theorem 1.6 and Corollary 1.1 for the mul-
titype Bellman-Harris processes. We assume that for each i = 1, • • • ,p, Gj is non-
lattice, and G,(0-f) = 0. For any family history a; let: 
Zk{ t , u j )  = the number of type fc particles at time 
Z(t,w) = • • ,Zp{t,u})) ,  lZ(<,u;)l  =  ^  Zfc(f,u>),  
fc=:l 
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Zk{ t ,  x , i j j )  =  the number of type k  particles at time t  whose age < x, 
Z k { t , x , u j )  
Ak{x)  =  
Zk i t , u j )  
-  Gk(u))du 
0 
/  e -""( l  -  Gk(u))du 
for Zk( t ,  w) > 0, 
Recall that Malthusian parameter a  for M and (G i , . . .  ,Gp)  is that number such 
that 
MMCa)) = 1, 
where M = M(a) = ((m.-jG,•(a)))fj=i and that u = (u i , . . . ,up) ,  and 
V = (ui , . . .  , t ;p)  denotes  the lef t -  and r ight-eigenvector  of  M(a)  corresponding to  1,  
respectively. 
Theorem 1.8 Assume the process is supercritical, that is, /)(M) > 1. Assume the 
'j log j '  condi t ion on the of fspring dis tr ibut ions;  E{^i j  log"*" ^ , j )  <  oo,  i , j  = 1, . . .  ,p .  
Then, for A: = 1, • • • ,p, on the set of nonextinction, 
sup - coUfc / e"°'"(l - Gkiu ) )du \  0 as < oo. 
where 
Co = 
p °?  
J  -  Gj{u ) )du  
0 
With X = oo, we have for each k = 1, • • • ,p 
-1 
coUk I e ""(1 - Gk{u) )du  as t  oo. 
Since Uk >  0 , k  =  l,...,p, we know that Zk{ t ,u>)  oo as < ^ oo on the set of 
nonextinction. So we have the following 
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Corollary 1.3 Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1.8, on the set of nonextinction, 
.Zk{t,X,U}) , a.s. « , 
sup —T >l)t(a:)| —> 0 as t-KX>. 
®>o 
Remark 1.2 
1. The proof of Theorem 1.8 as well as the more general case of the multitype 
Crump-Mode-Jagers process can be found in Ramamurthy (1976). 
2. Even though the hypothesis of Theorems in this subsection are not minimal, 
these are good enough for many cases. For the finer results, refer to Kuczek 
(1982) and Ramamurthy (1976). 
1.3 Renewal Theory and Its Applications to Branching Processes 
Renewal theory is one of the very fundamental and important areas of probability 
theory in the sense of the applicability to, and strong implications for, a number of 
other fields. As we can see in the subsection 1.3.2, asymptotics of the expected 
population size are also analyzed by means of the renewal theorem. So we give in 
the next subsection a brief resume of some results needed for this purpose, following 
Asmussen(1987) and Athreya and Ney(1978). There is also a new result in subsection 
1.3.3 on the convergence rate of the renewal function for special cases. 
1.3.1 Renewal Theory 
Let be i.i.d. random variables with common distribution G which 
is supported by [0, oo). Define So  =  0 ,Sn  =  for n > 1. Then {Sn ',n > 0} j=i 
is called a pure renewal process and the distribution of is simply G*", the n-fold 
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convolution of G with itself, and G*°(i) = 1 for < > 0. We define the renewal measure 
by 
[/(dx) = f; G*''(dx) 
71=0 
and the renewal function i7 by 
m = £<?•"((). 
n=0 
The renewal equation is the convolution equation B = r + G * i.e., 
Ji(t) = r(t) + J R{t — u)G{du), t > 0, (1.5) 
(o,ei 
where R is an unknown function on [0, oo), r a known function on [0, cx)) and G 
a known nonnegative measure on [0, oo). In this section it is assumed that G is 
a probability distribution on [0, oo). The next theorem deals with existence and 
uniqueness of solutions to equation (1.5). 
Theorem 1.9 Assume G(0+) = 0. 
(a) The renewal function U{t) is finite for all t < oo, and U(t) = ENt, where 
Nt = sup{n : Sn < t}, the number of renewals up to time t in a pure renewal 
n>0 
process with interarrival distribution G. 
(b )  I f  t he  f unc t ion  r  i n  the  r enewa l  equa t ion  (1 .5 )  i s  Bore l -measurab le  and  hounded  
on finite intervals, then R = U *r (i.e. R{t) = J r(t — x)U(dx)) is a well-
(0,<] 
defined solution to (1.5) and is the unique solution to (1.5) which is bounded 
on finite intervals. 
Before we state some versions of the renewal theorem, we need a definition. 
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Definition 1.3 A function r > 0 is directly Riemann integrable (in short, d.R.i.) if 
OO 
(i) h 5^ r/,(n) < oo for some h > 0, 
n=l 
(ii) f E rh{n) - E £/,(«)) -^0 as h -y 0, 
\n=l n=l / 
where rh(n) = sup r ( x )  and  r^fn) = inf r(x). 
nft<r<(n+l)/i nA<x<(n+l)A 
For general r, we say that r is d.R.i. if both r"*" and r~ are so. 
For functions with compact support this concept is the same as Riemann integra-
bility, whereas in the general case it is somewhat stronger than Lebesgue integrability. 
Some sufficient conditions for d.R.i. of r are; 
(a) r > 0, bounded continuous and En(") < oo; 
(b)  r  >  0,  nonincreasing,  and Riemann integrable;  
(c) r is continuous a.e. and bounded by a d.R.i. function. 
Definition lA A random variable X is lattice if there exists d > 0 and o > 0 such 
that ° is integer-valued with probability 1. A c.d.f. G(-) is lattice if the random 
d 
variable X with c.d.f. G(') is lattice. 
OO 
Theorem 1.10 Let G be non-lattice, ^(0+) = 0 and let fi = f uG{du) < oo. 
0 
OO (a) Blackwell's Renewal Theorem Let U{t) = E <^*"(0 be the renewal func-
n=0 
tion with G a probability distribution. Then for all a > 0, 
\ im{U( t  +  a ) -Ui t ) }  =  - .  (1.6) 
<-•00 n 
(b) Key Renewal Theorem Suppose that the function r in the renewal equation 
(1.5) is d.R.i. Then 
1 °° 
lim i?(i) = lim(i7 *r)(<)  = — (  r {x )dx .  (1.7) 
t—*00 •OO  ^ J 
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Remark 1.3 If /i = oo then the limits in (1.6) and (1.7) are defined as zero. 
Now consider the system of renewal equations 
= C.(<) + Z) / ~ •u)Fij{du), i = 1,2, • • •, (1.8) 
where is a matrix of nondecreasing right continuous nonnegative functions on 
[0, oo), and {C«(')} ^ vector of measurable functions on [0, oo) that are bounded 
on finite intervals. We shall call the system (1.8) semi-Markov if P ^ (iPij)),Pij = 
Fij{oo) = lim Fij{t), is the transition probability matrix of a Markov chain. A semi-
*00 
Markov system is easily studied via an associated semi-Markov process. Let {^n} 
be a Markov chain with P as its transition probability matrix. Conditioned on a 
realization {X„ = Zn}? generate nonnegative random variables {Ln} such that 
(i) the Z(„'s are independent, and 
(ii) P( l„  <1 \ {X„  =  
We assume that {A'„} is irreducible and recurrent. Fix I'o and let 
N- l  
N = inf{n;n >  1,X„ = io},  T = ^ Li .  
i=0 
Theorem 1.11 Assume 
(i) Pio {T < w) is nonlattice in u, 
(ii) For some nontrivial stationary distribution {tTj} for P 
OO OO 
Co ^ TTj  j Pj{Lo  >  u )du  = 5^ 7rj(^ j(Fjfc(oo) - Fjk (u ) )du )  <  oo, 
J o i 0 
(H i )  ^ , ( ' )  i s  con t inuous  a . e .  f o r  each  i ,  
(iv) sup C.(0(1 - ^iC^))"^ < oo-
iti 
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Then, the solution {nit(*)} exists, is unique, and satisfies 
1 °° 
lim m,(<) = —Y,Trj I Ci(w)rfu. 
f-*00 Co ; J 1 0 
Now let (5, S) be a measurable space and {/i(x, •); a; G 5} be a family of measures 
on (5 X [0,oo),5 X B[0,oo)), B being the Borel sets. Consider the system of renewal 
equations 
m{x , t )  = + // m(x', t  — u ) f i { x ,d {x '  X u)), (1.9) 
s (o,<] 
where •) is a given measurable function. We call the system (1.9) semi-Markov if 
H{x, A X [0, oo)) P{x, A) is a transition probability function on iS x 5. In this case 
let {Xn'jTi > 0} be the Markov chain associated with To state an analog of 
the Key Renewal Theorem for this system we need a notion of reccurrence for {X„}. 
Definition 1.5 {Xn} i s  {A ,  e , (p ,  no ) - recur ren t  i f  t he re  ex i s t s  a  s e t  A  E  S ,  a  proba­
bility measure (p on A, a constant e > 0 and an integer uq such that 
(i) Px{Xn £ A for some n > 1) = 1 for all x E S, 
(ii) Px{Xno E B)> £^{B) for all x e A and B C A. 
This notion of recurrence is equivalent to the more standard definition of Harris 
recurrence{see Athreya and Ney(1978)). Under this condition it can be shown that 
there exists a stationary measure for P, say 7r('), such that 
5r(-) = J P{x^ ' ) i r {dx ) .  
s 
We assume S  to be countably generated. We can then find a function G{x ,x ' , t )  
which  i s  j o in t l y  measu rab l e  i n  ( x , x ' , t ) ,  i s  a  p robab i l i t y  measu re  i n  t  fo r  f i xed  {x , x ' ) ,  
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and in terms of which (1.9) can be rewritten as 
// m{x', t — u)G{x, x', du)P{x, dx'). (1-10) 
s (0,t] 
If we further assume that G(a:, x \  t )  =  G[x ,  t )  is independent of x', then we have the 
following result (see Athreya, McDonald, and Ney(1978)). 
Theorem 1.12 Assume that {X„} is {A,e,(p,l)-recurrent, G{x,t) is non-lattice in 
t for all X, and that 6 = f f(l — G(x, t ) )  d t  ^ { dx )  < oo. I f ( ^  sa t i s f i e s  
s 0 
(i) Tr{x; C{x,t) is discontinuous for some t) = 0, 
oo 
(a) f 7r(dx) 2J sup{|C(a:,<)|; nk < t < (n + l)fe} < 00 for some h > 0, 
0 n=0 
then for all x £ S, the solution of (1-10) satisfies 
1.3.2 Application to Branching Processes 
We will now see how renewal theory is applied for Bellman-Harris processes. Let 
f : R he a, measurable function. Let {Z{t)]t > 0} be a one-dimensional 
supercritical Bellman-Harris process evolving from 1 particle of age 0 at time i = 0. 
By an abuse of notation we shall rewrite (1.2) as 
00 
s 0 
m 
Z/W = E /(<•)) 
suppressing u j  and Define mf{ t )  =  E{Z f { t ) ) .  Note that 
Zy(() = /(A„ > 0/(i) + E z,j(t -  A„), (1.11) 
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where Ao, and ^ are the lifetime random variable of the ancestor and the number of 
offspring produced by the ancestor, respectively, and {Z/j(u); u > 0} are independent 
copies of {Z/(«);u > 0}. Since we assumed the independence of Aq and 
t 
m/(<) = /(f)(l — G(<)) + m J mj{t — u )G{du) .  (1-12) 
0 
To apply Renewal Theorems, we multiply e""' both sides of (1.12), then we get a 
renewal equation 
t 
— G(it)) + J — u)^a{du) 
0 
where a  is the Malthusian parameter for m and G and f i a {du )  =  me~° ' ^G{du) .  Note 
that fia is a probability distribution. So (Theorem 1.9), 
= J -  u)(l  -  G{t - u))Ua{du), 
0 
where Ua{ t )  = /^a"(0- Furthermore if — G( t ) )  is d.R.i., 
n=0 
1 °° 
lim e~°'*m/(t) = — ^ e"°'"/(u)(l — G(u))du, 
0 
00 oo 
where /S = / una{du)  =  m  f  ue~^^G{du) .  In particular, if we take / si, 
0 0 
1 
Ime-^^E iZ i t ) )  =  -  /  e - °" ( l  -  G{u) )du ,  
<-00 fi ^ 
that is, the population size grows exponentially fast with rate a. 
Now consider the multitype supercritical case. Define {mj{t) = = 
6,). Given Z(0) = ei, 
Z,(f) = /(A, > ()/(i) + E E Z/J(t - A,), (1.13) 
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where {Z f j {u ) ]u  >  0} are i.i.d. copies of {Z f (u ) ' , u  >  0} which is initiated by 
an ancestor of type k. Taking expectation we get the following system of renewal 
equations, 
= (1 - Gi{ i ) ) f { t )  + f kmf{ t  -  u)Gi{du ) ,  i  =  (1.14) 
fc=i i 
Multiply both sides of (1.14) to get 
Vi 
^ e-°'"/(u)(l - G.(m)) J 
where v = (ui,...,up) is the right-eigenvector of M(a!) corresponding to 1, and 
t 
•f i j fe(<)  = —mik f e~°"^Gi{du ) .  For each = 1,... ,p, 
V,' J 
0 
52 Fik{oo) = — ^ Mik{a) •vk = — •Vi = 1, 
ti fcTi «.• 
since v = (ui,... ,i;p) is the right eigenvector of M(q;) corresponding to 1. That is, 
F = ((i^»j(®o))) ^ semi-Markov kernel and its stationary measure tt = (ttx, ... ,7rp) 
satisfies 
Y^TTi—Mikia) = iTk, or equivalently, — M,jt(Q:) = —. (1.15) 
i  V i  V i  V k  
We deduce from (1.15) that (—, • • •, —) is the left-eigenvector of M(a) corresponding 
V \  V p  
to 1, so, iTi = UiVi, i = 1,... ,p. So if {e~'''/j(<)(l — Gj(f))}j_i are d.R.i., 
it=i 0 
cc^uk  I E-''-f{u) { l -Gk{u ) )du ,  
I 1 J 
I.e. 
p y 
Hm e = cqu; ujk / e ""/(u)(l - Gkiu ) )du ,  
it=i i 
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where 
p p  
Q) = ( ^ ^ ^ ] UmUn'^mn 
m=l n=l 
The second moments E{Zj{t)) in both cases can be analyzed in a similar way and 
we'll present the details later. 
1.3.3 Convergence Rates in Renewal Function and Equation; Examples 
Many papers have been devoted to the rates of convergence to 0 in (1.6) and 
(1.7) when G is assumed to satisfy a variety of further conditions. For example, Stone 
(1965) proved 
Theorem 1.13 Let G have finite first and second moments > 0, respectively. 
If for some n > 0,1 — G{x) = 0(e"' ' ' '®) as x ^ oo, and if F is strongly non-lattice 
then for some r > 0 
(7(x) = - + ^ + o(e~'"®) as x -+ oo. 
H  2 f i ^  
More recently, the idea of a coupling was introduced which gave an elegant 
proof of renewal theorem (see Lindvall (1977)). The idea was also applied to find 
convergence rates in renewal theory. However, it is not easy to compute U explicitly, 
in general. The following is the simplest case. 
Example 1.1 Suppose G is the exponential distribution with density 
g{x) = ae""®, a; > 0. 
It is a well-known fact that G*" is the gamma distribution with density 
f ue-"G„(du))-K 
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S o  
u ( x )  =  i+i:G'»W 
n=l 
X 
0 
r 
n n=0 0 
= 1 + ai. 
In the next example, we'll present two approaches to find the convergence rate; 
one is probabilistic and the other analytic. 
Example 1.2 Let G be a gamma distribution with parameters {a,k),a > 0,k >2 
integer and let g be the density. 
A. Probabilistic approach: Let be i.i.d, with common distribution G. 
n 
Define renewal process = 0, Sn = ^Yj, n > 1. Let Bt denote the forward 
i=i 
recurrence time, i.e., the waiting time until the next renewal after t. For a bounded 
measurable function h : R R, define H{t) = E[h{Bt)]. Then we get a renewal 
equation 
H{t) = (1 - G{t))E[h{Y^)\Y^ >t] + {H* G){t). 
Now, let / be a function which is bounded on bounded sets and consider the following 
renewal equation 
{f*um = m+[{f*u)*G]{t) ,  
where U is the renewal function with interarrival distribution G. If /(i) = (1 — 
G{t))E[h{Yi)\Yi > t], we conclude that H{t) = (/ * U){t) by the uniqueness of 
bounded solution to the renewal equation. Furthermore, if / is d.R.i. 
1 °° 
\if*U){t) - - J  fiu)du\ = \E[h{Bt)]-E[h{B^)]\ 
^ 0 
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^llPCS.eO-i'C^ooe-)!!, (i-ie) 
where I I -  H o c ,  I I  •  I I  denote the supremum norm and the total variation norm, respec­
tively. Now, for each n > 1, we may write 
in = 5^,1 + . . . + Y n ^ k i  
where {Vnjii = !> • • • > are i.i.d. with > a;) = e"°®. 
Define a Markov process X ( t )  on state space 5 = {1,2,..., fc} by 
i  j + i  
^•(f) = j if Sm-l + Y1 < t < Sm-1 + X) m > 1. 
j=l t=l 
Clearly, the process is irreducible and so positive recurrent and for each < > 0, 
P' = 
where {P'}t>o is the transition semigroup; i.e., = P { X { t )  =  j|X(0) =  i ) ,  
and A is its intensity matrix, i.e.; 
— a  a  0 • • • 0 
0 —a a ••• 0 A = 
a  0 0 • • • — a  
The eigenvalues of A are d j  =  a(exp{^z} — 1), j = 1,..., A:. Hence, we have 
IIP'(-)-7r(-)|| = 0(6"'='') ast-»oo. 
where tt = (tti, ..., tt^ ) is the stationary measure of X { t )  and ci = — R e d \ .  Since 
P { B t  €  • )  =  E P { X { t )  = j ) P { T ^ - i  G .) and P { B ^  G •) = E 7r,P(r„_,- G •), 
j=i i=i 
where T n - j  is a gamma random variable with parameters (a, n — j ) ,  we conclude that 
||P(B, e •) - e -jll = 0(e-«'). (1.17) 
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Now, consider the equation 
m = £(A(i'.)|i'. X) = / H^Wu). 
If / is differentiable a.e., then /'(<)[! ~ G{t)] — f{t)g{t) = h{t)g{t) a.e. This implies 
that if / is differentiable a.e. and ||/'l|oo finite, then ||fe||oo is also finite. Combining 
this fact with (1.16) and (1.17) we get the following 
Theorem 1.14 Iff is d.RA., differentiable a.e., and i/||/'||oo is finite, then 
!(/,£/)(() = 
" 0 
oo 
where fi = f uG{du) = k/a, and ci = a(l — cos ^). 
0 
The following is an immediate result with / = /[o,/i]. 
Corollary 1.4 With andc\ as in Theorem I.I4, U{t) — U{t — h) = —+ 0(e~'^''). 
B. Analytic approach; We generalize the method in Resnick (1992) (Example 
3.3.2, p. 188). By the defintion of convolution and Laplace transform, we have 
00 00 00 
(E G°*)(-*) = E(G"-)(-^) = EIG(-^)1" 
n=l n=l n=l 
~ - a'' 
= E[(T^)'r = 
a + A (a + X)'' - a'' 
= E j=i A dj 
where hat denotes the Laplace transform, dj = a(exp(^z) — 1), j = 1,..., A: and 6's 
are suitably chosen constants. So 
(f:G-)(A) = 
n=l i=l i 
= J e-^' 'Re{J^bje'^^' ' )dx 
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Since the Laplace transform determines the measure uniquely and bk = afk = 
00 ^ k  
f;(G»-)(a:) = 1 
n=l i  j=l 
= C + ^  + 
i=l 
where Cj = —Redj = a(l — cos ^), C, 6"s are suitably chosen constants. So 
U{x + h)- Uix) = - + 0{e-'''). 
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2. LAW OF LARGE NUMBERS FOR BRANCHING LEVY 
PROCESSES 
2.1 Introduction 
Let {Z{t)',t > 0} be a supercritical Bellman-Harris process evolving from one 
particle at f = 0 whose lifetime distribution is G and offspring distribution is {pk}-
That is, the process starts at time 0 with one particle of age 0 and it dies at time 
A and produces ^ offsprings where A and ^ are independent random variables with 
distribution G and {p^} respectively. Then each particle dies and reproduces inde­
pendent of each other in the same way as its parent, and so on. We superimpose on 
the process the additional structure of movement. A particle whose parent was at x 
at its time of birth moves until it dies according to a Markov process starting at x. 
The motions of different particles are assumed independent. If the movement process 
is a Brownian motion the process is called a branching Brownian motion, whereas we 
call it branching Levy process for a Levy movement process. 
For any family tree w, let Z{t, a, 6, w) be the number of particles living which are 
of age at most a with position < b and let A{t,a,(jij) = Z{t,a,oo,u))lZ{t,oo,oo,Li}). 
Then under 'jlogj' condition A{t,a,u>) converges to A{a) the stable age distribu­
tion with probability l(see Athreya and Kaplan(1976)). If the underlying movement 
process is Brownian then it is known(see Asmussen and Kaplan(1976b)) that under 
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finite second moment condition on the offspring law Z{t, oo, \/i b, w)lZ{t, w) $(6) 
where $(6) = (2ir)~*'^ / e~~dx. Thus one would expect the proportion of particles 
OO 
with position < y/ib who are younger than or equal to a tends to j4(a)$(6). Indeed 
this essentially turns out to be the case here under 'j logj' condition. Furthermore 
we can extend the result to the branching Levy process. 
2.2 Definitions, Assumptions, and Statement of Results 
We adopt the following notations throughout this chapter. For any family history 
w .  
(N 1) { x j(t , u),j = 1, • • •, Z{t,uj)} = the position-chart at time t. 
(N 2) = !,•••, Z{t,u;)} = the age-chart at time t. 
(N 3) For a G and b ^ R 
Z{t,a,b,uj) = ^ I{ a j{t , u ; )  <a)I{ x j{t,u}) <b) 
j=i 
= the number of particles at time t with age < a and position < b 
Z{t,a,u) = Z(t,a,oo,u)) 
Z{t,u}) = Z{t,oo,cx),u)) = the number of particles at time < 
(N 4) m{t,a,b) = E{Z{t,a,b,u))) m{t,a) = E{Z{t,a,u})) m{t) = E{Z{t,u})) 
(N 5) We add superscript y  and subscript x  to random variables and their monents 
to indicate the case when P is supported by those u>'s which start with one 
par t i c le  o f  age  y  >  0  a t  pos i t ion  x  E  R .  
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/e~""(l — G{u))du 
(N 6) /1(a) = 
/ e~°"'(l — G{u)du 
0 
(N 7) We define two tr-algebras 
Tt = (T{Z{s,u}),{aj{s,u\xj{s,u}),j = l,---,Z{s,uj)y,s< t), 
Qt = <T(Z(s,a;),;s < t). 
We make the following assumptions throughout. Sometimes they will appear in 
lemmas and theorems explicitely and sometimes not, but they will always be in force. 
(A 1) po = 0, 
00 
(A 2) 1 < m = YijPj < o°-j=o 
(A 3) log j)pj < oo. 
The assumption po = 0 is primarily for convenience of exposition. Otherwise one has 
to keep qualifying "on the set of explosion". (A 3) along with (A 1) gurantees the 
existence of random variable W such that 
lim e~°^Z{t) = W a.s. and P(W > 0) = 1, (2.1) 
00 
where a = a{m, G) is the Malthusian parameter for m and G defined hymf e~"^dG(t) = 
0 
1. 
Theorem 2.1 Let the underlying movement process be standard Brownian motion. 
Then for a G b & R, 
rr / /I v \ def Z^t^ Q,y \/t b^Uj"^ a.s. 1/ . Ht{a,Vtb,Lo) = —r—- —> i4(a)$(6), as i oo, 
1 f £ where $(6) = .— / ® ^ Mp) in (N 1). 
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Now consider a branching Markov process. Let {X{t)',t > 0} be a underlying 
Markov process such that A'(O) = 0 a.s. Suppose that {X{ty,t > 0} is stationary 
with independent increments and that for some measurable functions a{t) and m{t) 
Y{t) Y as t-^oo, (2.2) 
a(t) 
where P{Y < x) = F(x), a nondegenerate and continuous distribution. Then we 
have 
Theorem 2.2 Suppose (2.2) holds with a{t) = t''Li{t) and m{t) = where 
c > 0, c > rf and Li, L2 are slowly varying functions at infinity such that 
"msupl-—I < 00. 
t-fOO 
If E(\Y\^) < 00 for some u > 1/c, then for any a e R"^, b 6 Cp, 
IT/ , /4\ Z{t,a,a{t)b + m{t),oj) a.8. . Ht{a,a{i)b+m{t),u) = — 57-—r—^—- —> A{a)F{h) as f 00 
where Cp is the set of continuity points of F. 
2.3 Preliminary Results 
In the proofs to come we make use of the following Lemmas. The first one can 
be found in Nerman(1981). 
Lemma 2.1 Let M = sup{e~°''Z(<)} with a as the Malthusian parameter. 
<>0 
If < 00 then E{M) < 00. 
Corollary 2.1 Put M = supsup{e"°"Z°(5)}. If Iogi)pj < 00, 
a>0 a>0 
then E{M) < 00. 
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PROOF. We first note that 
€ 
Z\3) = /(A" > s) + £ Zi{s - A") (2.3) j=i 
where { Z j { a ) ,  s > 0}, j = 1,2, • • •, are i.i.d. with { Z { s ) ,  s  >  0}. So we have 
€ 
e-^'Z^is)  = > 5) + £ - A»)e-"'^'" 
3=1 
i=i 
< l+EM,-
i=i 
where M j  =  s u i > j , - ^ Q e ~ ° " Z j { s ) .  Thus M  <  1  +  M j .  Since Z)^i(i log j)pj < oo, 
E { M j )  <  oo(Lemma 2 .1)  and  hence  by  the  independence  of  { M j }  and  E { M )  <  
I + mE{Mi) < oo. • 
The following is due to T. Kurtz (1972). 
Lemma 2.2 Let Xi,- • • ,Xn be independent random variables with mean 0. Assume 
that 
00 
Pi\Xi\>t)<ci jdQ{x), i = 
t  
for a probability distribution Q on [0, oo) with finite mean and a constant Ci in (0, oo). 
Then for any 6 > 0, there exists a constant in (0, oo) such that 
OO 1 
P(|X„1 > 6) < C2 (n j dQ{x) + - J x^dQix)), 
n 0 
where Xn = -f2Xi. 
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Lemma 2.3 Let V be a nonnegative random variable with E{V) < oo. Then for any 
p > l ,  
f:(p''P{V > P') + V < P")) < oc. 
n=0 
PROOF. oo 
oo > E(V) = J P{V> t )dt  
0 
p" 
> £ / p{v>t)dt 
n=Op„_i 
> T-pfy > p'){i f  -  p"-')  
n=0 
=  ( 1  -  i )  E > / > " )  
P n=0 
So 2^, p'^P{y > p") < OO- For the second term, put qj = P{j < V < j + 1). Then 
n=0 
n=0 P n=0 P j=0 
oo 1 Ip"] 
n=0P j=l 
= i + £(i + i)'9i E 7 
i=i P">i P 
<  ^  <  o o .  •
P ^ j=l J 
The following two lemmas are in Athreya and Kaplan(1976). 
7e-"\l - G{t))dt 
Lemma 2.4 Let V{y) = m f e and let ni = -2—— , 
° m / te~^^G{dt) 
Then for any a > 0 0 
sup(|m''(s, a)e — niV{y)A{a)\, |m''(s)e — niV(j/)|) —> 0 as s—>• oo. 
y>0 
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Z(t,u>) 
Lemma 2.5 Let Vt(ijj) = ^ F(aj(i,a;)), Suppose S^i01ogy)pj < oo. Then for 
i=i 
every S > 0, 
lim ' \ = Til a.s. 
Z(ni,w) 
2.4 Proof of Theorem 2.1 
We begin with the following representation appealing to the additive property 
of branching processes. 
Z(i ,w)  
Z{t + s,a,Vt + sb,(^) = ^  Z^^l'^l{s,a,y/t + sb,uj) (2.4) 
3=1 
where a, x,u)) is the number of particles at time t + s whose age is < a and 
whose position is < x in the line of descent initiated by a particle of age aj{t,cj) and 
position Xj{t,(jj) at time t. With abuse of notation we rewrite (2.4) as (suppressing 
(jj and (<,w)), 
^ m 
Zit + s,a,y/t + sb) = Z^^^(s,a,\/t + s b) (2.5) 
i=i ' 
Noting that(see Assmussen and Kaplan(1976b)) 
E{Z^' .{s,a,y/mb)\J^t)  = E{Z'^ '{s,a,-\ /mb- Xj)\J^t) 
= (2.6) 
ys 
we decompose (2.5) as follows; 
^(0 /j I 1 
Z{t + s,a,y/t + sb) = £{Z°>(s,a, Vf+s6)-m"'(s,a)$( —^)} 
i=i 
. /4 J. e h — X-
+ + ' ''') - nie-y(a,)>l(a)$(6)} 
j=i 
+ ni/l(a)<&(6)e°"VJ. 
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In particular, with a = oo and b= oo v/e have 
Z( t )  z ( t )  
Z{t + s) = + mV,. j=i i=i 
So 
II /rr-rtN 4?? Z{t + s,a,y/t + sb) 
at(3, g, 6) + bt{s, a, b) + ctA{a)^b) 
at(s,oo, oo) + 6t(5,cx5,cx)) + Ct ' 
where 
1 ^(') .// I o h — r-
«.(»,«,6) = ^ ^{e-"Zg(s,a,v^t) - ''')}, 
1 ^(0 /* 1 
c, = (2.8) 
Note that Cj 1 as f —> oo(Lemma 2.5). Following Athreya and Kaplan(1978) we 
first discretize the process, i.e., let tn = n6 and s„ = 5(f„) and consider 
TT / / c I l\ OntfC^ri) Oj ^) "1" ^iisC'Stu g? ^) "i" CnJ-'4(fl)$(6) 
«n«+5„(a,V"'' + ®n 0) = \  , u f II n • 
* 0„5(S„,00,00) + 6„5(S„,O0,0O)+C„5 
We'll first show that a„5(s„,a, 6) 0 eis n —> oo for any choice of sequence s„ 
(Lemma 2.6) and then prove that bns{sn, o, b) 0 as n —> oo for some choice of s„ 
(Lemma 2.7). 
Lemma 2.6 Fix 6 > 0, a E R^, b E R, then for any choice of sequence s„ 
an5(-Sn)«5^')0 a s  n o o .  
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PROOF. Due to the conditional Borel-Cantelli lemma, it is enough to show that for 
any e > 0 
00 
Yi •P(|an«(5n,a,6)| > e\:Fns) < oo a.s, 
n=0 
Since Z|(5,a, s h) < Z^(s) for any x & R 
e-°""Z^Usn,a,yf^S + Zb) -  ^ m + EiM) 
V 
where M is as in Corollary 2.1. So by Lemma 2.2, we have 
P{\ansisn,a,b)\ > e\J='ns) < c{Z{n6)h{Z{n6)) + -^^^kiZinS))}, 
where h{t) = P{M > t), k{t) = E{M^', M < t), and c is a constant. 
Since ZnS ~ a.s. and W > 0 a.s. , 
£p(Kn<,s„,4)|>£|:r„,) < cf:{Z(ne)HZ(r,S))  +  ^ ^k^Z(nS))] 
0^ n^ O 
< OO a.s. by Lemma 2.3. 
• 
Lemma 2.7 For a fixed 8 > 0, let 5„ = (nS)^ — nS. Then 
bns{sn, b) 0 as n oo 
PROOF. For j = 1, • • •, Z{t), put Inj = H\-^\ < V^), Jnj = Inj' Then 
bns{sn,a,b) = b\s{sn,a,b) + bls{sn,a,b) + bls{sn,a,b). 
where 
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b l s i s n , a , b )  -  Z ( n 5 )  ^  ^  $ ( 6 ) } e —  
in5K,a,6) = ^ {e"'""m''>(5„,a)-niV(aj)/l(a)}$(6) 
By the continuity of $ and Corollary 2.1, it is easy to see that bj,g(sn,<i,b) 0 as 
n 00. On the other hand, for any e > 0, 
F(M\ P{\bl{sn,a,b)\>e\gns) < Z ^EiJr^i) eZ{n6) ^ 
< ^^^2(1-$(v^)) 
4E(M) nS 
< —7=^e 2 . 
ev^ 
So 
'P(l^nfi(Sn,a,6)| > e\gns) < oo 
n=0 
and by the conditional Borel-Cantelli lemma 
hlsisn.a, h) 0 as n —* oo. 
Finally we have 
bnsi^n, a, 6) —> 0 as n —> oo 
directly from Lemma 2.4 • 
Lemma 2.5, Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 2.7 with (2.7) imply together that 
as n —» oo. (2.9) 
To prove Hns{a, VnS b) A(a)^(b) as n oo, we adopt the method used in 
Athreya and Kaplan(1978). 
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Lemma 2.8 For a fixed ^ > 0 and a e. R^, b£ R, 
Hr,sia,\/^b) A{a)^b) as n —y oo. 
PROOF. Let So = For any n > 0, there exists an integer m„ > 0 such that 
^ < ('"n + 1)^- Put kn = (m„ — 1)® then 3(m„ — 1)^ < n — < 6(m„ + 1)^. 
Soasn-^oo, >cx)as well and further 
y/n-y/kn y/n-kn ^ 6(m„ +1) „ 
—, , = —= 7=- < o75 > 0 as n -> oo, (2.10) yjn-kn y/ii + y/kn mT 
^ (m„-1)3/2 
> —T >• OO as n —¥ oo. (2.11) 
\/n - kn 6(m„ + 1) 
Fix e > 0 and define Bi = (-00,6 —e], B2 = [6 + e,oo), and B3 = {b — e,b + e). 
Then 
„ n ^  Ok„s{(n - kn)S, a, b) + ELi 4„g((" - ^n)^. a, b) 
' ajt„5((n - fc„)(5,00,00) + 6fc„5((n - fc„)6,00,00) + cjb„5' 
where 
4„5(("-^n)^,0,6) 
We have shown that 
1. afc„5((n — k n ) 6,a, b) 0 as n -+ 00 (Lemma 2.6) 
2. &fc„5((n — ^n)^) 00,00) 0 as n oo(Lemma 2.4) 
3. CknS 1 as n -+ oo(Lemma 2.5) 
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Furthermore, since knS = ((m„ — l)^o)^) (2.9) with a = oo implies 
E(M) f<=n)S,a,b) < S 
E{M)<Sf{Bz) as n-> oo, (2.12) 
where $(5) = —^ f e~^^^^dy. 
Note that if Xj 6 y/k^Bi, from (2.10) and (2.11) 
y/^h — Xi y/n6 — y/knS \/kn8 b — Xj 
— 6H \/{n- kn)S \/{n- kn)S \J{n- kn)6 
y/n-y/E^ y/le^e 
> . = 0 H—• —> oo as n o o .  
^ J{n- k n )  yf{n- k n )  
So 1 Z(k„S) 
lz(M) ^ e-"("-''")^m"j((n - kn)6, a)I^^{xj) - 4„«((" -  ^n)S, a, 6)| 
1 ^/FJh-r-
—> 0 a.s. n —> oo by (2.11). 
Hence 
iHS,4„5((«-^n)5,a,6) 
, Z(k„6) 
_ I e~°'^""'="^®m''((n - A:„)^, a)/B, {x)dHk„siy, \/k^x) JRX.R+ * 
00 OO 
J JniV{y)A{a)dA{y)lBi{x)d^{x) by 2.4 and (2.9) 
—OO 0 
oo 
= niA{a)^{b - e) J V{y)dA{y) 
0 
= yl(a)$(6-£) (2.13) 
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On the other hand, if Xj € y/knS B2, 
\/n^ b — Xj _ i/n8 — -s/knS ^ y/k„6 b — xj 
^J{n-kn)S yf{n-kn)S yj{n-k„)6 
y/n y/kji , £ 
< • = 0  ,  — >  — 0 0  a s  n  — 0 0 .  
Hence 
y/n6b — Xi  
umsup sup . == = —00, 
"-•oo xjev^B2 y(ra — fc„)5 
and so 
— fc„)5, a,6)0 as n —>• 00. (2.14) 
So recalling Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 2.5 
lim sup |i/n5(a> 6) — >l(a)$(i — e) | 
n—•oo 
< limsup |(ij^{((n — k n ) S,a,b) — y4(a)$(6 — e)| 
n—*00 
+ limsup|4 c((n - k„)S,a,b)\ + l\msup\bl^g{{n - A:„)5,a,6)| 
n—»oo n-+oo 
< £;(M)$(53) by (2.12) (2.13) and (2.14) 
Letting s J. 0, we get limsup\Hns{a, \/nSb) — y4(a)$(6)| = 0 a.s. • 
n-^oo 
Now we prove that lim Ht{a,\/ib) = /l(a)$(6) a.s. Let e > 0 and 5 > 0 be fixed. £—^00 
Let f < (n + 1)5 and define 
1 if jth particle at time nS doesn't split until (n + 1)5 
and the particle doesn't cover a distance > y/nS e, 
0 otherwise. 
Let {io,j,Xj),j = 1,' • • ,Z{n8)} be the (age, position)-chart at time nS. Since the 
lifetime and the movement of a particle are independent, 
EiSjlJ 'ns) = P{Sj = l|^n5) = P(A»> > 5)P(|(5) < V^e) 
Si = 
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= (1 - G''^{S))P{l(S) < V^e), (2.15) 
where = sup |5o(01) 
0<i<S 
Bo{ i )  =  standard Brownian motion starting at 0. 
It is easy to see the following inequality from the definition of 6j ,  
Z{nS)  
Z{t,a,y/ib) > I{aj + 6 < a)I{xj < \/^{b —e ) )6 j .  
i=i 
So 
Z{t,a,^/ib) ^ Z(n6) 1 ^ ^ 
z(o - WW S " ~ ^ ^ ' 
= ^^{A{n6,a,b) + P{m < V^e)B{n6,a,b)}, 
where 
1 ^(n«) 
A{n£, a, b) = -=j-jr ^ IWi ^ ^  ^ ^  {b-e)) 
1 Z(riS) 
B{nS,a,b) = —^'^I{aj<a-6)I{xj<y/^{b-e)){l-G''^{6)). Z(nd) 
Since E{I(aj <a- S)I{xj < V^(6 - £)){5j - (1 - G">(^))P(|(5) < \A^£)}) = 0 
we apply Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 to get 
A{n6,a,b)-^0 as n—y oo. 
On the other hand 
1 Z(nS) 
B(nS,a,b) = —^^I{aj<a-S)I{xj<\/^{b-e)) Z[nd) 
1 Z{nS)  
-  E  liaj < a - S)I{xj < V^6{b - e))G'^^{S) Z{nd) 
,  Z{nS)  , Z(n5) 
^ TTbi E '("i < a - S)Hxj < v^(6 - £)) -
j=l i=l 
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Note that Gs{a) = G'^{S) is bounded and continuous except on a countable set. So 
1 Z(nS)  oo 
E C'W = / a,(a)A{da,rtS) 
oo 
J Gs{a)A{da) as n ^ oo (2.16) 
0 
by Corollary l.l(pll, Chapterl). Since P(i{6) < y/nSe) —* 1 as n —» oo, (2.16) and 
Lemma 2.7 imply 
00 
li^infB(n^,a, 6) > i4(a —^)$(6 —e) — J Gs{a)A{da). 
0 
Further from (2.1) we have 
l i m i n f >  l i m i n f  =  l i m i n f  +1)5 
t-»oo Z{t) "-*<» Z{(n + 1)5) "-*°o Z{{n + l)5)e~'*("+^)® 
Hence 
limmf > e-"^(A(a - S)^b -e)-JGs{a)Aida)). (2.17) 
^ ' 0 
00 
Since Gs{a) —* 0 a.e. as 5 —> 0, we see f Gs{o,)A{da) —> 0 as 5 —»• 0 by the dominated 
0 
convergence theorem. Letting 5 J. 0 and then letting e J, 0, we get from (2.17) that 
For the other direction we have the following inequality 
Z(n6) 
Z{t) — Z{t , a ,\/tb) >  ^  I { a j  <  a  — 6 ) I { x j  >  \ f { n  + l) 6{b + e ) ) S j  
3=1 
and so 
J - > ^ {A'(nS,a,b) + Pm < «.')}. 
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where 1 2(nS) , 
A'(n6,a,h) = j] I(aj <a- 6)I(xj >^(n + 1)<(6 + e)) 
•{Sj - (1 - G*>(«))P(f(«) < 
1 Z(n«) ; 
4) = E /("i < 0 - <)/(xj > \/(n + l)Hh+em - G'-(S)). 
The same argument as above establishes 
A'{n6, a, b) 0 
and 
00 
li^mf B'{nS, a,b)> (1 — A{a — S)^{b + e)) — J Gs{a)A{da). 
0 
So 
00 
lim mf(l — Ht{a, y/ib)) > — A{a — S)^(b + e) — J Gsia)A{da)). 
0 
Letting 5 J, 0 and then letting e | 0, we get 
lim inf(l — Ht{a, \/ib)) >1 — yl(a)$(6). 
So we have completed the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
2.5 Proof of Theorem 2.2 
In this case we have the following representation. 
Z{ t )  
Z{t + s, a, a{t + s)b + m{t + s)) = + ^ )) (2.18) 
i=i 
where Zxj(s,a,x) is as defined in section 2.4. 
Now put 
a{s) 
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then we have the following decomposion 
Z{t + 5, a, a{t + 5)6 + m{t + s)) 
m 
i=i 
z(t) 
+ £ m'''{s,a){P{Y{s) < yj{t,s,b)) - F{yj{t,s,b))} 
3=1 
m 
+ - e"niV(aj).4(a)F(6)}. j=i 
+e'"niAia)F{b)Vt 
So we can write 
TT .X, . at{s,a,b) + bt{ 3 ,a,b) + ct{s,a,b) + dtA{a)F{b) 
+ •sj) — 7 T";—7 •> , i ) 
at{s, 00,00) + ct(s, 00,00) + dt 
where 
1 ^(0 
at{s,a,b) = -—J2{e~°"'Z^'j{s,a,a{t + s)b + m{t + s)) 
i=i 
-e-°"m'''(s,a)P(F(s) < j/j(<,5,6))}, 
1 m 
bt{s,a,b) = —'^e°"'m'''{s,a){P{Y{s)<yj{t,s,b))-F(yj{t,s,b))}, 
jzzl 
1 m 
ct(s,a,b) = j^{e-°'W'(s,a)F(j^j(<,5,6))-niA(a)F(6)V(aj)} 
j=i 
^ T/ 
' Z(0 
Arguing in exactly the same way as Lemma 2.6 we can show that for any sequence 
ans{sn, a, b) 0, a„5(s„, a, b) 0 as n —» 00 
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and it is immediate from Polya's Theorem and (2.2) that for any choice of sequence 
bns{sn,a,b) < sup|P(y(a) < «) - F(a:)| 
X 
—> 0 as n —»oo. 
Lemma 2.9 Fix 6 > 0 and let s„ = (nS)^ — nS, then 
Cns(Sn ,  O ,  b )  0 OS n  —¥ OO,  
PROOF. Note that 
. m{nS + s„) - m(s„) - m{nS) 
' a{sn) ' 
{nS)^<'L2{{n6f) - {{nSf - n5)%((n5)3 - nS) - (nSyLiinS) 
' ((n^)3-n^)=Ii((n5)3-n^) ' 
LiUnS)^) _ I \dLMnS)^-nS) 1 
_ I Li((ng)3-ng) Li((ng)3-ny) | 
(l-^)''((n5)3-n5)'=-<' ' 
—> 0 as n —* oo (2.20) 
and that 
» (n ^ 1 M °(("^)^) t I "i(("^)^) - rn{^n) - m{n6) 
y j {nS ,Sn ,b )  =  b  +  - j— 
a(Sn) a(5„) 
Xj — m{n6) a(nS) 
a ( n S )  a ( s n ) '  
Let Inj = ~ ~ 
Cns(^n^  b )  = C^g{Sn^  Oj 6) + C^g[Syi,€t, 6) + O, 6) 
(2.21) 
where 
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1 Z{r,S) 
ci5(sn,a,6) = E 
1 
c^«K,a,6) = £ e-"^"m''>(s„,a){F(^^j(n5,s„,6))-F(6)}J„J 
1 Z{nS) 
c^5(an,a,6) = ^j^^^{e-°''''rn'^'{sn,a)-nrViaj)Aia)}F{b) 
From (2.20) and (2.21) we conclude that 
c ] ^ g { s n , a , b ) 0  a s  n — *  o o .  
On the other hand, for any e > 0, 
P(|c;jK,a,6)|>£|e„() < 
eZ(nb) ^ 
= MM) p(|iiz^| >„(„«,) 
e a(n£) 
2E(M) X j - m (nS) 
~ e(a(nS))" a(nS) 
Since a(t) = u > 1/c and L\{n6) Li{8) and since E{\—— 
a[no) 
£?(|K"|) as n —> oo, 
00 
H -P(|Cn«(Sn,a,6)| > el^nfi) < OO. 
n=0 
Hence 
cf^g{sn,a,b) 0 as n —> oo, 
by the conditional Borel-Cantelli lemma. Finally it can be easily shown from Lemma 
2.4 that c^{(s„, a, b) 0 as n —» oo. • 
Since dns 1 as n —• oo(Lemma 2.5) we have shown that for a e i2+, b G Cp, 
H[nS)^{a, a{{n6)^)b + m{{nS)^)) A{a)F{b) cis n —» oo. 
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The techniques used in the proof of Lemma 2.8 can be applied to prove 
Hnsia,a{nS)b-{- m{nS)) A{a)F{b) as n —* oo 
with some modification. 
Lemma 2.10 For a fixed S > 0, a £ b e R, 
/f„{(a,a(n5)6 +m(n^))A(a)F(6) a s  n o o .  
PROOF. We use the notations Tnn,kn,Bi,i = 1,2,3 which are defined in the proof of 
Lemma 2.8 without any change, but we define 
1 Z(k„S) 
where {(aj,arj);i = !,•••, Z{knSy\ is the (age, position)-chart at time knS and 
{Vi'ii = 1) • • *» Z{knS)} is given by (2.19). So we have 
Hns{a, a{n6)b + 7n{nS)) 
_ aknsijn - kn)S, a, b) + 6fc„g((n - kn)S, a, b) + Ylj 4ng((" ~ a, b) 
Okns{{n - kn)6, oo, oo) + Ck„s{{n - kn)S, oo, oo) + dk„s 
We already know that for any ^ > 0 and for any a E U oo, b E Rli {oo} 
('•knsiin — kn)S,a,b) 0 as n —»• oo, 
h„siin — kn)6, a, 6) 0 as n oo. 
Furthermore, Ck„si{n — kn)6,oo,oo) 0(Lemma2.4), and dk„s —* l(Lemma2.5) as 
n —> oo. With some notational change the arguments in the proof of Lemma 2.8 give 
us 
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limsup |d|„5((n - kn)S, a, 6)1 < E{M){F{b + e) - F{b - e)), 
n—•oo 
limsup |4„5((n - kn)S,a,b) - A{a)F{b- e)| = 0, 
n—•oo 
limsup - i„)^,a,6)| = 0. 
n—•oo 
Letting e [ 0 for a E b E R vie have 
HnsiQ,o{'nS)b +m{n6)) A{a)F{b) as n—^oo. • 
Now the proof of Theorem 2.2 can be completed with the exactly same lines as that 
of Theorem 2.1 and so it is omitted. 
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3. CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREMS FOR BELLMAN-HARRIS 
PROCESSES 
3.1 One Dimensional Case 
Let > 0} be a one-dimensional nonsubcritical Bellman-Harris process 
evolving from 1 particle of age 0 at time 0 with lifetime distribution G and offspring 
law {pfc}. For any family history w, let {aj(<,a;); j = 1,..., be the age-chart 
at time t and let / : —> i? be a Borel-measurable function. Define 
= J] 
i=i 
mj{t) = 
1 ^ Since lim = — J  — G(u))f{u)du (see subsection 1.3.2), if we 
00 
assume that / e~''"(l — G{u))f{u)du = 0, then • 0 cis < —^ oo. In this 
0 
section we develope limit theorems for this class of stochastic processes {Zj{t); t > 
0}. That is, we want to determine the asymptotic behavior of the random variable 
Zf{t) as t goes to infinity. 
3.1.1 The Definitions, Assumptions, and Statement of Results 
Even though some of the followings are already introduced in Chapter 1, we list 
them again here for easy reference. For any family history u, 
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1. {aj(t, w); j = 1,..., Z{t,(jS))} = age-chart at time t.  
2. Zf{t,u) = 51 /(ai(<,'^))-
i=i 
3. mjit) = E{Zf{t,u)), Dj{t) = E{Zjit,u,)).  
4. We add superscript a to the random variable Zf{t) and its moments m/(<) and 
Dj{t) to indicate the case when P is supported by those w's which start with 
one particle of age a > 0. 
5. = the <T-algebra containing all the informations of the family histories up 
to time t.  
6. Z(t,Li;) = the number of particles living at time t. 
7. Z{t,a,u) = the number of particles living at time t whose age < a. 
8. A(t,a,u;) = if > 0. 
9. N(a, b) = a normal distribution with mean a and variance b. 
00 OO 
10. m = ^ jpj-, m2 = ^ pPj. 
J=0 j=0 
11. a = the Malthusian parameter for m and G. 
12. = m /' e-'^^Gidu), U,{t) = 
•'0 i=o 
13. W{t,u}) = e-"'Z(f,u;), Wiu:) = lim W{t) a.s. t- >oo 
14. D<^ = ;ime-"'£)y(i). 
15. a-m = 
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16. = f ufiaidu) = m f ue~°'^G{du). Jo Jo 
r - G{u)) du r e-""(l - G{u))du 
17. A(a:) = , m = . / e-""!! - G{u))du m / «e-""G(du) Jo Jo 
18. At = {a;; Z{t,(jj) > 0}. 
19. f{to) = sup{|/(<)|; 0 < < < to}. 
Throughout this section we make the following assumptions. 
{A 1) po = 0 (supercritical case only). 
{A 2) rrii < oo. 
{A 3) G(0+) = 0, G is non-lattice. 
(j4 4) / uG{du) < oo. Jo 
The assumption (A 1) is primarily of convenience of exposition. Otherwise, one has 
to keep qualifying "on the set of explosion". For example, under (A 1) A{a,t,u}) is 
well-defined a.s. With {A 1) and {A 2) we know that there exists a random variable 
W such that 
^Hm e-°'Z{t) = W a.s. and P{W > 0) = 1. 
The assumption {A 3) gurantees that U{t) is finite for any finite t (see Throrem 1.9). 
We impose the following assumptions on a measurable function f  •. R 
which are not all valid at all times. 
(F 1) /is continuous a.e.(w.r.t. Lebesgue measure) on the support of G. 
(F 2) e-°"(l - G{t)) /(<) is d.R.i. and e-"'(l - G{t)) f{t) dt = 0. Jo {F 3) 0 cis t oo. 
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(F4) e-'''(m5 * G)(<) is d.R.i. 
(F5) There exists so > 0 such that for s > sq, 
sup|/(a + 5)(l-G''(s))| < CO, 
o>0 
sup +s)(l - G''(5))G''(s)| < oo. 
a>0 
(F 6) L^l —0 as < —> oo. 
V 
(F7) /2(0(1 - G(0) is d.R.i. 
Remark 3.1 
1. {F 3) with {A 4) implies {F 3)'; e~°^p{t){l — G(t)) is d.R.i. 
2. (F 3) implies (F 3)"; > 0 as f —»• oo. 
3. {F 4) is not directly in terms of / and is difficult to verify. We do provide some 
examples later when {F 4) is verified. 
Now we are ready to state the results. 
Theorem 3.1 Letm > 1. Assume (Fl) — {F5). Then 
as < - . 0 0 ,  
where Cj ^ 
Remark 3.2 In the next section, we'll show that D° exists and is finite. 
Theorem 3.2 Letm = 1. Assume (Fl) — (F2) and (F4) — (F7) hold. If t^(l — 
G{t)) —» 0 as t —* OO, then 
{^^^=\At}N{0,cr'j) as / o o ,  
where aj == Hm Df{t). 
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3.1.2 The First and Second Moments 
We assume m > 1 throughout this subsection. 
Proposition 3.1 Let m > 1. 
(a) Assume that e~'*'/(^)(l — G{t)) is Borel measurable and bounded on bounded 
intervals. Then 
t 
e-°'mf{i) = j  - u)(l - G{t -  u)) Ua{du) 
0 
(b) Let mj < oo and e~°'^f^{t){l — G{t)) is Borel measurable and bounded on 
bounded intervals. Then 
t 
e~°'*Dj{t) = J e~°^*~"^^f^{t—u ) { l  — G{t—u)) + {m2—m)e~°'^^~^\rnj*G){t—u)Ua{du). 
0 
PROOF. We prove (6) only (see subsection 1.3.2 for the proof of part (a)). Recall 
that 
Z,(t) = /(A„ > ()/(() + •£ z,j(t - A„) (3.1) 
i=i 
where Ao is the lifetime of the ancestor and ^ is the number of offsprings produced 
by it. So, 
Z}(t) = l(\, > t)p(t) + S Z„(i - - Ao) + E Z/jC -
«¥i i=i 
Since Aq and ^ are independent, and Zj{t — Ao)'s are independent given Ao, taking 
expectation we get 
t t  
Df{t) = (1 — G(<))/^(<) + (m2 — m) y — i t )  G{du) + J Df{t — u) G{du) 
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Multiplying e""' both sides we arrive at the following renewal equation, 
— G(<)) + (m2 -  m)e~°*(mj * G){t) 
t 
+ J - u) Hcidu) (3.2) 
0 
Hence (see Theorem 1,9) 
t 
e-°"Df{t) = j (e-"('-")/2(<-u)(l-G(<-u))+(m2-m)e-"('-")(m^*G)(f-u))f/^(du). 
0 
• 
In the critical case we assume {F7) instead of (F3) then the same lines of the 
proof of Proposition 3.1 give us 
Proposition 3.2 Let m = 1. 
(a) Assume that f{t){l — G{t)) is Borel measurable and hounded on finite intervals, 
then i 
mf{t) = J J{t — u)(l — G{t — u)) U{du) 
0 
(b) Let m2 < oo. If  p{t){l —G{t)) is Borel measurable and bounded on bounded 
intervals then 
t 
Dj{i) = J{f^{t — u)(l — G{t — ti)) + (m2 — m){m'f * G){t — u))U{du). 
0 
The following is an immediate consequence of the Key Renewal Theorem and 
Remark 3.1. 
Proposition 3.3 Let f satisfy (F3), and (FA) if m > I and (F4) and {F7) if 
m = 1, Then e~°'/^(<)(l — G{t)) is d.R.i. and DJ = lim e~°'^Dj{i) exists and is 
^ t-^OO 
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given by 
1 °° 
DJ =  ^  f  (e-"V^(u)(l - G(u)) + (mj - m)e-°'"(m5 * G)iu))du < oo. 
Now define M{s)-, f i—y M{s)f by (A/(s)/)(<) = m^(s). 
Proposition 3.4 Let m > 1, Then 
(a) mAf(,)/(0 = mf{t + s) 
(6) Further, assume that (F3) and {FA) hold, then 
lim e"®" lim e~°*D\f(t)f(t) = 0 S—•OO t-^ OO \  f J  ^  '  
PROOF, (a) mA/(,)/(<) = E{ZM(s)fii)) 
Z(t )  
= E{'£{M{s)f){a^{t))) 
i=i 
= E{Zf{t + s)) = mj{t + s) 
(b) From equation (3.2) above with M{s)f in the place of / 
e-"'DM(s)f{t) = e-"'{M{s)mt){l-G{t)) + {m2-rn)e-'^\ral,^,^j*Gm 
t 
+ J - «) Hc.{du) 
0 
First, we'll show that c~°''(M(s)/)^(<)(l — G(<)) and * G)(<) are d.R.i. 
for fixed s. Beginning with an ancestor of age t at time 0, we have the following 
identity 
Z}{s) = /(V > s)f{t + s) + Yl ZfAs -  A') (3.3) j=i 
where A' and ( are the lifetime and the number of children of the ancestor respectively 
and {Zf,j{s),s > 0} is the Zj{-) process initiated by the jth child of the ancestor. 
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Conditioned on A', {Zj^j{s — A'); j = 1, • " >0 i.i.d. and further if A' = u, then 
the conditional distribution of Zj j { s  — A') is the same as Zf{s  — u ) .  So we have 
8 
{M{s)f}{t) = f{t + 5)(1 - G\s)) + mj"i/(s - u) G*{du) (3.4) 
0 
and so, 
a {M{s)fy{ t )  <  2 f i t  +  3)(1 -  G'(5))2 + 2m^[ J  mf{s  - u)G\du)]\ (3.5) 
0 
Using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
mj{s — u)G\du^ < {jrnj{s — u)G^{du))G^{s) 
(mj * G)(t + a) 
- 1 - G(t) • 
il' 
Combining this with inequality (3.5), we have 
e-' ' \M{s)mt){l-G{t)) 
< 2e"''(e-°('+^) fit  + 5)(1 - Git + s)) + * G)it + 5)). 
(i^3) and (F4) along with this inequality implies that e~°''(M(5)/)^(i)(l — Git)) is 
d.R.i. for fixed s > 0. On the other hand, 
i  t  j m%nj)jit — u) Gidu) = J rrij it  + s — u) Gidu) t e""' 
b 0 
t+s 
< e""' 
b 
= * G)(i + s). 
l-t-
J rrijit  + s — u) Gidu) 
So e * G)(<) is d.R.i. by (F4). Hence we can apply the Key Renewal 
Theorem to get 
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00 
= i /(e-°"(M(s)/)=(«)(l - G(u)) + (m, - » G){u)]du 
0 
26°" y 
< je ""/^(u)(l — G(u))+m^e ""{nif * G){u)+{m2 — m)e~°^{rnj * G){u)du 
p i  
and since (F3)' and {FA) hold, we conclude that 
lim e'"" lim e~°'*DMU)f(t) = 0 • t-*00 t-*00 I /J V / 
In the critical case we have 
Proposition 3.5 Let m = 1. Then 
(a) mM{s)j{t) = mf{t + s) 
(b) Further, assume that (F4) and {F7) hold, then 
3.1.3 Proof of Theorem 3.1 
Referring to the additive property mentioned in subsection 1.2.2 we can write 
( suppress ing  u and  {t,u})) 
Z{t )  
= EZJ'W. (3.6) 
i=i 
where {Zj'{s),s > 0} is the process {Zf{s) : s > 0} initiated by the ancestor of age 
aj a t  t ime  t.  I t  i s  obv ious  tha t  cond i t ioned  on  the  age  cha r t  a t  t ime  t,  {Zj^{s); j  = 
1, • • •, Z{t)} are independently distributed. Furthermore, if aj = a then the condi­
tional distribution of Zy{s) is the same as Zj{s). Starting from equation (3.6) we 
have the following identity 
Z{t )  
m + s) = E(Z°'(«) - + Zmw/W- (3.7) 
i=l 
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Dividing equation (3.7) by + 5) we get 
Zj{t + 5) m 
y/Zit + s) + ' \ /Z{t + s) 
i=i:W(^) - my{s))e-f'  + \ 
W{t) 
\JZ{t + s) 
def 
\ 
l^(^) 
•Ai{t,3) +  ^ 2(^,5) Wit + s) 
Here is the basic idea of the proof; we first choose s large enough to make A2{t, s) small 
in probability and then with this large but fixed s, we show that Ai{t,s) converges 
to the desired normal distribution as < ^ 00 using the Lindberg-Feller theorem. We 
carry this out in a series of lemmas below where we assume that (F 1)-(F 5) hold. 
Lemma 3.1 For any ij > 0, 6 > 0, there exists so{ri,S) such that 
lim P(|A2(<, s)| > ri) < S, for all s>soiri,6). 
t—*00 
PROOF. Recall that there exists W = lim a.s. and P{W > 0) = 1 if po = 0. 
t -*oo 
Choose X such that P{W < a:) < SjZ and let e > 0 be such that e < x/2. Since 
W{t) converges to W a.s., it does so in probability and hence we can choose Sq = 5o(^) 
such that 
Pi\Wit + 4) - 1^1 > e) < 6/3, for all t > 0. 
So for s > Sq and for all t >0, 
P(|A2(<,s)|>»/) < P{\A2it,s)\>T,,\Wit + s)-W\<e,W>x) 
+ P{\Wit + s) -  H^l > £) -f P{W < x) 
< P{\A2it, s)\ > V, mt + s)-W\<e,W>x) + j  (3.8) 
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Now, 
P(|A2(<, 5)1 > rj, \W{t + 5) - W^l < £, Ty > a:) 
- ^(1 > 1' +")>(»•-£) e*"-"') yJZ{t + 5) 
< P{\ZM(,)j{t)\  > r)y/x -  e 
- (3.9) 
by Markov's inequality. We can choose Sq by Proposition 3.4 (b) such that 5 > Sq 
implies 
e-" E(Zi,,,/i))e-« < j(x - £)>,'. (3.10) 
Let So = max(sQ,5o), then froni inequalities(3.8), (3.9) and (3.10) we have 
limP(A2(i,5) > Tj)  <  6  for s  >  so(r] ,6 ) .  •  t—*oo 
Next we find the conditional variance of Ai{t, SQ) given !Ft and its limit. 
Lemma 3.2 Fix SQ >0, then lim yar(i4i(<,so)|.7^t) = ^^(so)? os. where f—+00 •' 
^ 5 
cr}{so) = e~°"° f  53 Vi{a,so)A{da) 
i .=1 
Vi(a,5o) = P{a^so)G''{so){l-G''{so)) 
V2{a,so) = m{Dj *G'')(SQ) 
V^(a, So) = (»t^2 -  m){m'j *  G°)(so) 
V4(a, So) = —m^(m/* G'')^(5O) 
V5(a,so) = 2m/(a + so)(l - G''(so))(m/* G°)(so). 
PROOF. Write yj"'(so) = [Zj^(so) — m^^(so)]e~'^®'', then 
1 m 
Ai{t,so) = -_5:y,"^(so). 
j=i 
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Since {Vf''''(so); j  = !,••• ,Z{t)} are mutually independent conditioned on and 
also independent of Z(<), 
1 m 
Var(Ai(f,5o)|^0 = E 
Recalling equations (3.3) and (3.4) we have 
€ 
ZJ^{sq) = /(A"' > so)f{aj + So) + EZJA^O — A"-*), 
»=i 
«0 
MY{SQ) = (1 — G ' ' ' {SQ))f {AJ +  SQ) + m j  m/(so -  U)G'''{du). 
0 
So i?({y"^(so)F|/-0 = e—oEK(oi,3o) and 
1=1 
5 1 m 
Var{Ar{t,8o)\J't) = e—" ^  — X: K(ai, ^ o) 
f=i i=i 
5 
=  [ V i{a,so ) A{t,da). 
«'=io 
Note that since m/(so) and Df{sQ) are finite V2(*,so), V^(-,so) and V4(',so) are 
bounded. The boundedness of Vi(-,so) and V5(',so) is direct from {F5. Also it 
can be verified that Vi(-, SQ), i = 1, • • •, 5 are continuous a.e. Now we apply Corollary 
1.1, i.e.; 
5 o® 
yar(yli(;<,so)|.rt) = f Vi{a,so) A{t,da) 
«=io 
5 00 
±i^ g-ofso ^  f Yi^a,so) A[da) as tex. • 
«=io 
Lemma 3.3 For a fixed 5o > 0 and rf > 0 
sup E([yj°(so)]^; |5^'*(so)| > J/e?') -+0 as t oo. 
0<a<t 
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PROOF. First we see from {F5) that 
sup |m}(so)l < sup 1(1 - G''(5o))/(a + ao)| + mm/(5o) < oo, 
0<o<t 0<o<t 
and 
|y.*(»o)l > -lef) < 2B(e-™|Z;(3o)Pl|ZJ(i.„)|>,e?<'+">) 
+ 2B(e-"|m;(3o)IMZJ(so)l > 
So it is enough to show that 
(i) sup P(|Z?(5o)| > —» 0 as t oo, 
0<a<t 
(«) sup e~°''°E{\Zf{so)\'^; |Z/(so)| > -•0 as < —> oo. 
0<a<t 
Note that 
\ i:Zf,i{so-n\ < j2Zi{so-X'^)f{so) = Xf{so), say. (3.11) 
i=l 1=1 
s s 
where < denote the stochastic order; X <Y implies P{X > x) < P{Y > x),for all x 
and / is as in (19) on p43. Combining the equation (3.3) with the inequality (3.11) 
we get 
\Z^so)\ < \fia + soMX" > so) + XJiso) (3.12) 
So 
sup \Z}{so)\ < Jit + so) + Xfiso). (3.13) 
0<a<« 
Now we observe from (3.12) that 
sup P(|Z?(so)| > T/efC+^o)) < p( sup \Z](so)\ > T/eff'+^o)) 
0<o<< 0<o<t 
< P(7(< + 5o)>(l/2)j/et('+M) 
+ P{XJiso)>{l/2)Tie^^'+"''>) 
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then since (F 3)" holds the first term is zero for large f, and since f{so) is finite a,s., 
the second term goes to zero as t —* oo so (i) is proved. 
Turning to (i i)  we note first from inequality (3.12) that 
\Z^f{3o)\^ < fia + so)^Iiy > So) + Xj'(so) (3.14) 
Note that Z^(so) = /(a + ^ o) on {A" > 5o} and so, 
sup Elfia + sofliA" > so)IHZnso)l > J/et('+"'))] 
0<a<« 
= sup f^(a + so)El!(X''  > so)/(|/(a + 5o)| > 
0<a<t  
< sup f{a + 5o)(l - G"(so))/(|/(f + so)\ > 
0<o<t 
Again (jP3)" implies + 5o)| > = 0 for < large enough. So 
^Hm ^s^up £;[/(a + ^ o)'/(A" > so)/(|Z;(so)| > = 0 (3.15) 
On the other hand, by (3.13) we have 
sup E [ X ' p ( s o ) I { \ Z ] { s o ) \  >  »/ef('+'»))] 
0<a<t 
< f{so)E[XHl{f{t + so) > »/ct('+"')) + nXfiso) > 7/ef('+'"))}] 
Note that I{f{t + SQ) >  = 0 for large t and I{X/{SQ) >  0 
as t oo. Since E{X^) < oo we conclude that 
lim sup E[X^f\sQ)I{\ZUsQ)\ > r/etC+'o))] = q (3.16) 
<->oo 0<o« 
by the dominated convergence theorem. Now, (3.14) and (3.15), along with (3.16) 
prove (ii). • 
The following lemma concerns the conditional Lindeberg-Feller condition. 
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Lemma 3.4 Fix SQ > 0, rj > 0, then 
Z(t )  
f „|j-> p.,„ „ , oo. 
1 ^(0 
PROOF. Write Stiso,v) = > Vy/W)\^t)- Given 
> 0, ^2 > 0, there exist to> 0 and a set A such that 
(i)  P{A)>1-St, (3.17) 
(m) t > to and u) e A imply together Z{t,u!) > 626°^. (3.18) 
So for any e > 0, from (3.17) we get 
P{Si{so,r]) > e) = P{Si(so,T]) > e; /I) + P{St{so,r]) > S] A") 
— P{St{sQ,rj) > e; A) + 
and for t > to, we have the following from (3.18) 
1 r-P{St{so,v)> e-,A) < P(;^E^({>'«°'(^o)}^|i'i°^(3o)| > > O 
< P{ sup E{{Y,'^{so)V', > e) 
0<a<t  *  
which is zero for large t by Lemma 3.3. So we conclude that lim P{St{so, T}) > e) < t-^OO 
Si. Letting 61 | 0 we get the result. • 
hemma. S.5 For a fixed SQ,  Ai{t,  SO)N{0,cr'j{so)) as t00. 
m PROOF. Eiexp{i0Ar{t,so))\J't) = Y[ E{exp{ie 
i=i ^Z{t) 
= tlft 'M. 
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As in the proof of the usual Lindberg-Feller central limit theorem(see Durrett p 98) 
it is possible to show that 
Z(t )  
<f>t'{so, 6) exp{-—a'j{so)) as too j=i ^ (3.19) 
with aid of Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.4. Therefore, the dominated convergence the­
orem completes the proof. That is, since (3.19) holds and since 
m n2 
n^t'(^0,^) - exp(- —<T^(5o)) j=i ^ 
< 2, 
E{exp{i9Ai{t,so)) = E{E{exp{iOAi{t,so))\Tt)) 
02 
= E{E{exp{iOAi{t,SQ)) -  exp{-—aj{sQ))\Tt)) 
+ exp(—2<TJ(5o)) 
9"  ^exp{—;r(7f(3o)) as t —* oo. 
So i4i(<,so) has the desired limit distribution. 
Lemma 3.6 cr}{s) —^aj = as s oo. 
PROOF. Let ci = (f e ""(1 — G(u))du) then A(da) = cie ""(l — G{a))da. 
0 
00 00 
e -""  j Viia, s) A{da) = Cic"""  J fia + s)G''(3)e-°"^ ( l  -  G{a + s)) da 
0 0 
00 
< ci J e""^°"'"'^/^(a + 5)(1 — G{a + s)) da 
0 
00 
= ciJe-'"'fia){l-G{a))da. 
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The last term goes to 0 as s —> cx3 since e~°'°/^(a)(l — G(a)) is integrable ((FS)').  
oo oo « 
e'"'j  V2{a,s) A{da) = cime'"'J J Df{s — u)G'^{du)e~°"^{l — G{a)) da 
0 0 o 
oo o+» 
= citn J J + a — u)e~^^ G{du)da 
0 a 
00 00 
—» cim J J G{du)da 
0 a 
by Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem 
u 
= cimDj J J dae~"^ G{du) 
0 0 
00 
= cimDj J ue~°^ G{du) = ri[^D°. 
0 
OO 00 
e'"" J V3(a, s) A{da) = Cie~°" J(rrii  — m)(mj * G°)(5)e~°"'(l — G(o)) da 
0 0 
00 
< Ci(m2 — m) y * G)(a + s) da 
0 
OO 
= Ci(m2 — m) J e~°'^{rnj *  G){a) da 
a 
—» 0 by (i^4). 
Since {mj * G'')^(s) < (m^ * G'')(5), we have from above that 
00 
6'°'J V4{a, s) A{da)0 a s  s o o .  
0 
Finally, 
OO 
\e-°" J V5{a,s)A{da)\'' 
0 
OO 
= 4m^Ci| J + s)(l — G(a + s))(m/* G'')(s) <Za|^ 
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00 oo 
< 4m^cJ j  + s)(l — G{a + 5)) da j  * G){a + s) da 
0 0 
00 00 
= 4m^cl J e~°"*/^(a)(l — G(a)) da J e~°"^{rnj * G){a)da 
5 
a^{s) = ^6'°" J Vi{a,s) A{da)—* as s—* 00. •  
—» 0 as s —> cx). 
by the fact that e~°"'/^(a)(l — G{a)) is integrable and by the assumption {FA). 
Hence 
~ 
E 
.=1 0 
Now we complete the proof of Theorem 3.1 by assembling all the Lemmas to­
gether. Let e > 0 be arbitrary and y fixed. Choose »/« > 0 such that 
|$(!^) _ $(?!^)| < i (3.20) (Tf (Tf L 
Since lim o-j(s) = aj, there exists 51(e) such that a > 5i(e) implies 
< £ fo. r = ±l. (3.21) 
fff a/(s) 2 
Let S = e/2 and let s* = max{so(Tjc,S),si(£)} where So(Vsi^) is defined by Lemma 
3.1, then 
limsupP(i4i(<,s*) + ^ 2(^,5*) <y) t—*00 
< limsupP(Ai(t,s*) <y + r}t) + HmsupP(l/l2(^,s*)l > 7]e) 
<—•00 t—^OO 
< +1 
or/(5*) 2 
and 
liminf P(i4i(<,5*) + A2(t,s*) < y) 
*00 
> liminfP(Ai(it,5*) <y — T)c) — limmfP(|A2(<,s*)| > »/e) 
> *(^)-| (3.23) 
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(3,20), (3.21), (3.22) and (3.23) and the fact 
r ,, , .. » 1 as t OO Z{t + s*)e-"('+'*) 
imply together that 
^(—) - h ^  < y) < $(—) + |e. 
Since e > 0 is arbitrary, the proof is completed. 
3.1.4 Proof of Theorem 3.2 
OO 
In this section we put ^ uG{du), = h"{l) = m2 — 1 and assume that (F 
0 
1)-(F2), and (F 4)-(F 7) hold. We begin with the following decomposition on the set 
^t+s] 
Z{t) 1 Zj{t + s) 
=E(z;'(») - "•;'(»)) + 
,/z{TT7) - ^  z(» + 3) ^  ,/zinT) 
Lemma 3.7 For anyrj > 0, 5 > 0, there exists so{rj,6) such that s > SQ{TJ,S) implies 
PROOF. By Chebyshev's inequality 
PdWWI > 
Since P{At) ~ ^ 7 (Theorem 1.3), <T^ t 
0-2 }mP{\ZM(s)f{t)\>vVtTs\At+s) < \mE[{ZM{,)j{t))^] 
Now we can choose So > 0 (Proposition 3.5) such that s > so implies 
to £>„|.|,(() = • 
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Lemma 3.8 For any RJ > 0, S > 0, we can choose SI(T],6)  such that s > si{rj,S) 
implies 
PROOF. Recall that (Theorem 1.3) for ® > 0, > x \ At) —> as 
< —» oo. Choose ® > 0 such that 1 — < 5/4 and choose sj, > 0 such that for 
all < > 0 and for 5 > Sj, 
< 2(1 - < 5-
So if s > 5o , then for all f > 0 
pAZM(s)fit)\  p(\ZM{»)fit)\  . _ + ^ ^ 
Let Sq = so(7/\/®) ^/2) which is defined in Lemma 3.7 and then let si(ri,6) = 
max{5o,5o}. • 
Z(t) 
Lemma 3.9 For a fixed so , { | At+ao} 1 as t oo. 
^{t + So) 
PROOF. Because of additive property we have 
where {Zj{so);j = l,---,Z{t)} are i.i.d. with E{Zj{so)) = 1. So by weak law of 
large numbers and the fact that conditioned on At, Z{t) oo, we get 
fZ{t + So) I . , pr , 
I Mt} —*h as i -> oo. 
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Since P(j4t+go | t —* 00, we conclude that 
The following Lemma is a version of Lemma 3.2 for critical case and its proof is 
exactly same with that of Lemma 3.2 except that it converges in probability and so 
its proof is omitted. 
Lemma 3.10 For a fixed so > 0 
1 z{t) 
Var{ ^[Zj'{s) -  m}'(s)] I ^  <7/(^0) as tco, 
\JZ{ t )  j=i  
where <Tj(so) is defined as in Lemma 3.2. 
The next two lemmas can be proved in the exactly same way with Lemma 3.3 
and Lemma 3.4. 
Lemma 3.11 Fix sq > 0, 7/ > 0, then 
sup £?([yj"(so)]^; |5^"(5o)| > »7V^) 0 as t -* 00. 
0<a<t  
Lemma 3.12 For any SQ > 0,T j  > 0, 
S ' m '' '' 
Lemma 3.13 For a fixed SQ > 0, 
(^0) <^K®o)) as 00, 
where o-'j{so) is defined as in Lemma 3.2. 
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PROOF. It is an innmediate result of Lemma 3.10, Lemma 3.12, and Lindeberg-Feller 
Theorem. • 
Lemma 3.14 <»•/(«) Dj as s oo. 
PROOF. See the proof of Lemma 3.6. • 
Proof of Theorem 3.2 Let e > 0 be arbitrary and y fixed. Choose rje > Q such that 
< £ 
<Tj (Tf I 
Since Jjm (7^(5) = aj, there exists si(e) such that s > si(e) implies 
$(— - ^  —T-f < ^ for r = ±1. (T f  (T j { s )  2 
Let 6 = e/2 and let s* = max{5o(77£,5),si(e)} where so{T]e,6) is defined by Lemma 
3.8. Then 
limsupP(-^£=ii=L < 
^Z{t + s*) 
< lim sup P{ 
f—KX> 
7(4\  1 ^ (0  
+ limsupP(-l^i^Miil! > T]e\At+s') 
«-«> ^Jz{t + s*) 
< lim sup P( ^ < y-\-r}t\  I ^t+a*) + S 
On the other hand, 
liminfP(-^iiiLL < y\At+t') 
\ /Zit + s*) 
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> lim inf F( t-*oo 
7(t\  1 
1 m 
> limmfP(-^^y,"^(0 < y-ri, \At)P{MA^^,^) -  S 
^<rj{s'y 2 
So 
$(JL) _ 3 ^(1^) _ ^ _ 1 V/^ 2 ^ (Tf '  (r}{s*) 2 
< lim inf P( ^ \ < y\At+s*) 
*-*°° ^Z{t + s') 
< limsupP(-^iiii=L < y|A(+5.) 
'-•00 yZ(< + 5*) 
s 2 ^ ^ +1-
Since e > 0 is arbitrary, the proof is completed. 
3.2 Multitype Case 
Let Z{t) = {Zi{t), . . . ,  Zp{t)) be a multitype Bellman-Harris process defined 
on the probability space A type i particle dies at time A,- which has 
distribution G,- and on death it creats offsprings according to a distribution whose 
generating function is given by /i,'(si, • • •, Sp). We consider a stochastic processes 
{Zf{t); i > 0} defined by 
p ^*(0 
Z/W = E E /KO) 
fc=l j=l 
and develope a central limit theorem for it with / satisfying some conditions. 
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3.2.1 The Definitions, Assumptions, and Statement of Result 
Throughout this section, we adopt the following conventions. 
1. [0,1] X • • • X [0,1] is the unit square in IV, the p-dimensional Euclidean space. 
2. 1 = (1, • • •, 1), e,' = (0, • • •, 0,1,0, • • •, 0) with the 1 in the ith component. 
3. h(s) = (fei(s), • • •, hp{s)) = the generating function of offspring distribution. 
For any family history w, 
4 Zk(t,u) = the number of type k particles living at time t,  
Jb=l 
5 Zk(t,a,Lj) = the number of type k particles living at time t whose age < a, 
6 {akj(t,u>) ; j = 1, • • •, = the age-chart of type k particles at time t.  
p Zk{ t ,w)  
7 = E E /(««('."))• 
fe=l 3=1 
8 Ak(t,a,u;) = if Zkit,u;) > 0. 
9 = E((Z,(f)) = E(Zf(t)\Z(0)=et). 
10 = B,l(Z,(i)W = £p/(i))=iZ(0) = e,|. 
11 We add superscript a to the random variable Zf{t) and its moments to indicate 
the case when P is supported by those w's which start with one particle of age 
a > 0 
12 =the cr-algebra containing all the informations of the family histories up to 
time t.  
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13 = the number of type-j particles produced by a type-i parent. 
14 m« = £(?,-,•), M = dy = £((fe)'), D = 
15 a = the Malthusian parameter for M and G = (Gi, • • •, Gp). 
00 
16 tik = j  e-""(l-G^(u))du. 
0 
17 Afc(a) = — r -Gk{u))du. 
flk •'0 
IS Gi{a) = Je-^^Giidu), Mij{a) = rmAia), M{a) = 
0 
19 For strictly positive matrix M, /)(M) denotes the Perron-Frobenius root of 
M. (see Karlin and Taylor(1975) for definitions of strict positiveness and the 
Perron-Frobenius root). 
20 u = (ui,-",up), V = (ui,'--,up) are left-, right-eigenvectors of M(a) corre­
sponding to /}(M(a)) = 1 such that u • v = 1, 1 • v = 1. 
21 Tli = u,(l - G.(Q)) ,  7 /  =  (? / i , • • • ,%)  
Throughout this section we make the following assumptions without any further 
mention. 
(A 1) M is strictly positive and /)(M) > 1. 
(A 2) dij <oo,i, j  = 
{A 3) Gj is non-lattice, Gj(O-f) = 0, j = 1, • • • ,p. 
roo 
(A 4) / uGj{du) <oo, j = ,p. 
Jo 
We impose the following assumptions on a measurable function / : —>• R 
which are not all valid at all times. 
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(G 1) For each j = !,••• ,p, / is continuous a.e.(w.r.t. Lebesgue measure) on the 
suppor t  o f  Gj. 
(G 2) For each j  = !, '•• ,p, — Gj{t))f{t) is d.R.i. and 
r aj{t))f{t)dt = 0. 
Jo 
(G 3) f 0 as t —* oo. 
(G 4) e~°''((ibm/•/m/) * Gj)(^) is d.R.i. foe all / = !,•••, p. 
(G 5) There exists so > 0 such that for 5 > so 
sup sup|/(a + 5)(l-Gfc(5))| < oo 
l<fc<p o>0 
sup sup |/^(a + 5)(1 — GJ(5))Gfc(s)| < oo. 
l<fe<p o>0 
Here is the theorem of this section. 
Theorem 3.3 Assume that f and Gj satisfy {G 1) — (G 5) , then for 0 < x\ < X2 < 
oo 
lim Pi{xi <W<X2, -jML <y) = Pi{xi <W< X2)$(—),  
• Z{t) 
where W is the scalar random variable defined in Theorem 1.5, and 
^2 ^ Yl^Y^mkjjDJ Iue-^'Gjidu), 
k=i Mfc i=i ^ 
H = VkfC^VjUj), 
jDJ = Ime-^^jDjit).  
Remark 3.3 It will be proved in the next section that jD" exists and is finite. 
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3.2.2 The First and Second Moments 
t 
Put Fij{t) = rrii j— I  e~°^Gi{du). The next Proposition has been proved in V: J 
0 
subsection 1.3.2. 
Proposition 3.6 Assume (G 1),(G2), and (G 5) hold. If {e~°*f(i)(l — Gjt(<))}fc_i 
are d.R.i., then for z = 1, • • • ,p, 
p p 
where 
lim e~"Umj{t) = cqu,-^ Uk f e~'"'f{u){l -  Gk{u))du, 
p p f  
Co = / tFkj{dt)} \  
k=i i=i i 
The following Proposition concerns the second moment. 
Proposition 3.7 Assume {G 2) — {G 4) hold then with cq given in Proposition 3.6, 
p f  
\me '' \Df{t) = CQVi'^Uj J glj{u)du 
i=i 0 
where 
9hW = •<?;)(<) 
fc=l 
p 
+ Z) • irrif) *  Gj](<)}-
k^i 
V 
PROOF. Given Z(0) = e,-, Zf{t) = /(A,- > t)f{t) + — A,). So we have 
k=li=l 
the following equation 
Z)it) = /(Ai > t)f{l) + E E Z/j(i - A,)Zy,,(t - Ai) 
i-l i#' 
+ E E E - a.) + E EIZ«(« - A.)l'. 
fc^hj=U=l k=li=t 
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Since — A,)'s are conditionally independent given A,-, 
,•£>/(<) = (1 - Gi{t))f\t) + j^idik -  mik)ikm} * C?.)(0 
+ ^  rnikmihlikmj • /,m/) * G,](0 + ^ m,fe(fcZ)/ * G,•)(<). 
k^h fe=l 
Multiplying — e""' both sides we get the following system of renewal equations 
Vi  
£!WQ = + t / (3.24) 
"I "i "" 
where Fik{du) = —m,jbe"°"G,(<?u). Note that (G 3) with assumption (yl 4) implies Vi 
that — Gj{t)) is d.R.i. Hence {g"/,i = 1, • • • ,p} are d.R.i.(see (G 5)) and 
so 
P °r 
e "UDfii) -* coVi^Uj j g°j{u)du as t-* oo, 
J=1 0 
by Theorem 1.11. • 
Define {M{s)f){t) = ,mj(s) if t is the age of type i  particle. 
Proposition 3.8 For i = 1,• • • ,p 
(a) ,mAf(j)/(<) = imf{t + s) 
(b) Assume (G 3) and (G 4) hold, f/iew J|im e""" lim e~°''f£>A/(s)/(0 ^ 
PROOF, (a) t"lM(8)/(0 = ^>(^M(s)/(0) 
p ^*(0 
= H E  T ,  m ' ) f ) M t ) ) )  
k=l  3=1 
P Zt{t) 
= (^)) 
k=l i=l 
p Zft{t) 
k=l  j=l 
= Ei{Zf{t + s)) -  ,m/(< + 5) 
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(6) From (3.24), we have 
6 °'^iDM{a)j{t) _ ^M(a)/,i(0 ^ ^ f g a(t u) 
v.- u.' itTi^ EI RR-,J VK 
First, we'll show that gM(a) j ,i d-R-i- for fixed s  and for z = 1, • • • ,p, so that 
as t  oo, VI " ' CoVif^Uj f  gM(s) / , j iu)du J=1 0 
then we'll prove that for each j  = 1, • • • ,p 
00 
e""/ 9M{a)f,ji^)du -» 0 as 5 oo. 
0 
If t  is the initial age of type i  particle, we have the following representation of Zj{s) \  
Z){s)  = /(A! > ^)/{i + ») + E I: 2,At  - Aj), 
k=l j=l  
where A- is the lifetime random variable of type i  particle whose initial age is t .  Due 
to the independence of — A|)'s given AJ, taking expectation we get 
.•m}(s) = f{ t  + s){l  -G-(s)) + f  kmj{s  -  u)G\{du) ,  
k=i  i  
and so, 
WM" < C[/'(l + ^ ){l - + E(»m/ • G!)'(»)) (3.26) 
k=l 
where C is a generic constant. By Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and since G|(s) < 1, 
{KM/ * G-)^(s) < * G-](s) 
but 
[{kmjf  *  G-](s)  < J[kmf{s  -  u)]^ G\{du)  
^ J [KMF{T + 5 -  U)]^GI(<ZU) 
(km) *  Gi){t  + s)  
- L-GIIT) 
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Combining this with (3.25), we have 
p 
< -  Gii t  + s)) f \ t  + s)  + "£ * Gi) i t  + «)}  
k=l  
On the other hand, 
t  
=  j  \k ' fnf{ t  +  s  — u)  • imj{s  + < — u) |  Gi{du)  
0 
< • /m/ |  *  Gi){ t  + s) ,  
where the last one is d.R.i. for fixed s  by assumption. Since 
9ms)f . i{ t )  < Ce-" '{(1 -  Gi{t)){M{s)mt)  + X: EllkTriMW • im^wl * G.KO),  
p p 
EI k=l 1=1 
we conclude that is d.R.i. for fixed s .  Furthermore, 
oo oo 
JAM-WWIT < Ce'"{/e-<'+'i/;?(( + »)(i-a(i+^)) 
0 0 
k=l 1=1 
" ' (k 'Ti /  •  imj l  *  Gi){ t )dt .  
i k=i 1=1 
So 
lim e lim e~°'',£)M(6)/(0 S—*00 t-*00 K IJ \ ' 
P  
= cvi U j  \ im e " "  j  9 M ( s ) j , i { u ) d u  
3 = 1  0 
P  ° f  V P  
< Kvi^Uj lim I  - G(t))  + £  £  e-° '%mf,mf\  *  Gi]{t)dt  
J=I I K=I (=1 
= 0, 
where the last equality comes from {G 3) and (G 4). • 
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3.2.3 Proof of Theorem 3.3 
We begin with the representation (1.4) (suppressing w and {t,u})) 
p 2k( t )  
Z/(i + ») = E 
k=l i=l 
We rewrite (1.4) eis 
p ^*(0 
M + ») = E E IZ"'!") - + ZMMIW- (3-26) 
ife=i i=i 
Dividing (3.26) by • Z{t + s) and introducing X^j'{s) 1= {Zj'''{s) — kmy'^{s))e~2' 
we get 
Z,IT + S) ^ 
yjv ' Z{t 4" S) fcrrl ^Zk{t) j=l 
+£( \  k=l \ vZ{t + s)e-<'('+') '' ''' 
def 
= /li(f,s) + y42(f,s) +/l3(<, s). 
We first show that /l3(<,s) can be made small in probability uniformly in t, by 
choosing a large, and then with this large but fixed s, we use the Lindberg-Feller 
theorem to prove that as t —* oo, i4i(f,5) converges to the desired distribution. 
Finally, for this fixed s, we show that /l2(<,a) 0 as f —> oo. Let I = [xi,X2] be 
fixed with 0 < a:i < 0:2 < oo. 
Lemma 3.15 Given e > 0, 6 > 0, we can find so(e,S) such that s > so{e,6) implies 
lim Pi{W G /, |i43(<,s)| > e) < ^, i = 1, • • • ,p. 
<—•00 
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PROOF. Fix i and recall that 
-  Z { t )  (v • Ti)W, as t oo. 
X\ 
For £1 = -^(v • T ] )  choose Sq = ^o(^)> such that for s  >  Sq,  £T 
supPide'^^'+'W • Z(t + s) - (v •  i j ) W \  >  £ i )  <  ^  
t>o 2 
So for s > Sq and for all t > 0 ,  
P.(W^G J,lA3(t,5)l>£) 
< Pi{W e /, |A3(<, 5)1 > e, • Z(< + 5) - (v • riW\ < £i) 
+ Pi{W e /,  .  Z(f + s) -  (v • ri )W\ > ex)  
< „( |Z«M/WI I < 
^(v • r]i)xi - £i 2 
2g-a(i+») * 
The last inequality is from Chebyshev's inequality. Now, choose such that for 
s > 5o(Proposition 3.8) 
E~°^ Y^E~°\DM(»)S{T) < ^E'^XI{\ • T}). 
Let So = max{sQ,So}, then for s > 5o 
lim Pi{W e /,\A3{t,s)\ > e) <6 • 
Lemma 3.16 Fix s > 0, then for any e >0, 
lim Pi{W e /, |A2(<,3)| > e) < ^, i = 1, - • • ,p. 
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PROOF. Put 
ZLd^e'"' 1 
Zk(t) 
so that A2{t,s) = ^ Uk{t,s)Vk{t,3). 
i=i 
Hence it is enough to show that for each A: = 1, • • • ,p, 
lim PiW € /, \Ukit,s)Vk{t,s)\ > £) = 0. (3.27) I—^OO 
Since dij < oo for all i,j = 1, • • • ,p, we know (by Theorem 7.1, Chapter V, Athreya 
and Ney(1972)) that 
K 1= sup E{V^{t,s)) < oo. t,s,k 
Given 6 > 0, choose M such that < S, then 
P{WeI, \Uk{t, s )Vk{t, s ) \>e)  
< PiW E /, |f/fc(f,5)14(i,5)| > e, |H(i,^)| < M) + P{mt,s)\ > M) 
< P{W^I,\Uu(t,s)\>-^) + S. 
Since Uk{t.,s) 0 on {VT 6 7} as t —» oo, 
limP(H'€/,|tf»(i,s)|>^) = 0 
Being 5 > 0 arbitrary, we have proved (3.27). • 
The following three lemmas are the multitype versions of Lemma 3.2, Lemma 
3.3, and Lemma 3.4, respectively. The proofs can be carried out in the exactly same 
way cis in the previous ones. The complication comes not from the idea but from the 
notation, so we omit the proofs. 
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Lemma 3.17 For a fixed so > 0, 
lim For(yli(<,5o)|.Ft) = <Ty(so) in probability , t—*00 ** 
where or}{so) = 
fc=i «=i 
Vfc,i(®5 ^o) = /^(a + 5o)Gfc(so)(l — GL{SO)), 
p "  Vkaia, So) = -2 ^  rrikj [ f{a + j)(l - Gl{s)){jmf * Gl){s)Ak{da), 
J=1 0 
p Y Vk,3W,so) = ^mkj {jDf*Gl){s)Ak{da), 
i=i 0 
p p Y 
Vfe,4(a, So) = 5^rnkjtnki / (jm/ * Gfc)(s)(/m/ * Gl){s)Akida), 
3 = 1  t = i  0 
p p 
Vjt,s(a, 5o) = YlYl ^ k,3,i / {jmj • imj) * Gfc(s)Afc(<ia) 
i=i '=1 i { dkj - rriki if j = /, "ifcjmw i/ j ^ /. 
Lemma 3.18 For a fixed SQ > 0 and £ > 0 
sup |^jt(so)l > ee^') -^0 a s  t o o ,  
0<o<t 
where ^"^(50) = {Zj{so) — km'j{so))e~2^o^ 
The following lemma concerns the conditional Lindeberg-Feller condition. 
Lemma 3.19 Fix 5o > 0, e > 0, then for each k = !,••• ,p 
p . ,  „  . . . . . .  
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Now we examine the limiting behavior of P{W 6 I,Ai(t,s) < t/) for a fixed s. 
For any ^ > 0, there exists i(S) such that t > t{S) implies 
Pi\diYr{t)e-''\I)-d{W,I)\>S)<e 
where Yi{t) *= v- Z(/)/v -TI, and d{x,I) = inf rf(a:, j/). 
Let Bt = {\d{Yi{t)e-''\I) - d{WJ)\ < S}, then 
{WeI}nBt = {d{Yi{t)e-''\I)<S} 
= {XI-6<YI{T)E-"* <X2 + S} = B'T 
So 
0 < P{WeI,Ai{t,s)<y}-P{B'„A,{t,s)<y} 
< PiB^) < e 
Recall that 
p a Zk(t) 
MT.S) = E 7^ E K=I YZK\T) j=i 
where X^^'(s) (Zj''^(s) — km'j"{s))e~2', and X^j'(s) are mutually independent 
conditioned on and also independent of Zk{t). Further, for each k, X^j'(s), j = 
!,•••, Zk{t) satisfy the conditions of Lindeberg-Feller theorem (Lemma 3.19). Hence 
lim Pi{B[, Ai{t, s)<y) = lim Pi{B't)Pi{Ai{t, s) < y) 
t—*GC t^OO 
= PI[XR-8<W <X2 + 8)^-^) 
CT/(5) 
Since 5 > 0 is arbitrary, we have proved 
Lemma 3.20 For a fixed so > 0, 
lim Pi{W e I, Ai{t,So) <y) = Pi{W G /)$(-|—), i = 1, • • • ,p. 
<-•00 
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Proof of Theorem 3.3 
Let e > 0 be arbitrary and y fixed. Choose J/e > 0 such that 
_ $(!^)| < f (3.28) 
<7f (Tf 4 
Since J[im <T^(S) = there exists si(£) such that s > si(£) implies 
<\ for r = ±1. (3.29) 
<Tf cr/(s) 4 
77 7? 
Let 6 = e/4 and let s* = max{so(-^,^),si(e)} where so(-;^,S) is defined by Lemma 
3.15. Then, 
limsupPi{W G /, Ai{t, s") + A2{t, s*) + A3{t,s*) < y) 
< lim sup Pi{W ^ I, Ai{t,s*) <y+ r)g) 
t—*oo 
+ limsupP.(iy e I,\A2{i,s*)\ > ^ ) + limsupP,(H^ G I,\A3{t,s')\ > 
t—+00 t—*00 L 
< PAW € I)^(^  ^  ) + X Lemma 3.20, Lemma 3.16 and Lemma 3.15 
V/(5*) 2 
< Pi(VF €/)$(—) +e by (3.28) and (3.29) (3.30) 
On the other hand, 
liminf P,(W E /, Ai{t, 5*) + AiH^ s*) + A3{t, s*) < y) t—>00 
> liminfi^(iy G/, i4i(<, 5*) < y — 7/j) 
t^OO 
-limmf Pi{W € /, |/l2(<,5*)| > ^ ) - liminfPi(iy G /, |/l3(i,s*)l > I—>00 / t—VOO ^ 
> Pi(W G 7)^(^ , ^ by Lemma 3.20, lemma3.16 and Lemma3.15 
o-fis") 2 
> Pi(lV G IM—) - e by (3.28) and (3.29) 
Letting e J, 0 we get the result. 
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3.3 Examples: Single Type Case 
We have analyzed the convergence rates in renewal theorems for some cases 
(Example 1.1, 1.2). So we can reduce the assumption (F4) in Theorem 3.1 in those 
cases to more reasonable ones. 
Theorem 3.4 Consider a Markov branching processes with offspring mean m > 1 
and exponential life time distribution G with mean 1/6. Let f : i?"*" —* R be bounded 
and continuous a.e. If 
OO {F2) e-'"^7(<) is d.R.i. and J e-''""'f{t)dt = 0. 
0 
then 
N{0,(Tj) as t oo, 
where 
a} = mb J e-"'''*f{t)dt + J / f{u)e-^''dufdt. 
0 0 0 
PROOF. Clearly boundedness of / implies {FZ) and {F5). It remains to check the 
condition (jP4). In exponential case, the Malthusian parameter a can be found easily, 
i.e., a = b{m — 1). So we have 
fic,{dt) — me~"%e~''*dt — bTnt~^* dt, Ua{dt) = bmdt 
Hence t 
= j e~°'^^~^^f{t — u){l — G{t — u))bmdu 
0 
T 
= 6m J e~°^f {u)e~^^du 
0 
00 
= —bm J e~'^^f{u)du 
1 
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where the third equation comes from {F 2) and a = b{m — 1). Since / is bounded 
K/(*)| < 6m||/||e°''e"'""' = bm\\f\\e~''K 
So * G){t) = 0(e~°'') and it is d.R.i. Furthermore, 
00 oo  ^
13 = m j te~°'^G{dt) = m J bte~'"^*dt = — 
0 0 
roo 
ni = 
m 
r e-°'(l - G{t))dt 
Jo _ 2 
rte-°'G{dt) Jo 
mf{t) = bme"*^ J e~'"^^f{u)du. 
0 
1 °° D J  =  -  J +  ( m 2  -  m ) e " ' ' ' ( m ^  *  G ) { t ) ) d t  
^ 0 
OO 00 00 
= mb{ J e~"^''^f^{t)dt + (m2 — m) ^  e~°^m'\{t)dt j e"°'(l — G{t))dt) 
0 0 0 
= mb{j e-"''"f{t)di + / e"'( j e-"''"'f{u)du)''dt) 
0 0 0 
So 
a} = = mbje-'"''*f\t)dt + J 
Next example is a continuation of Example 1.2. 
Example 3.1 Let {Z{t),t > 0} ie a Bellman-Harris process with Gamma lifetime 
distribution with parameter {b,k), where b > 0, k > 2 integer. In this case the 
Malthusian parameter a is — 1). Assume that {F 1) — {F 2) hold. Suppose 
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that f is d.R.i., differentiable a.e., and that ||/'||oo is finite. Then 
1 °° 
f fMM = \ifc*Uc)it)\ 
^0 
= 0(e-'='') 
where ci = — cos^) {see Theorem 1.14)-
Simple calculations give us that a < 2ci if and only if cos^ < ^(1 + So if 
£i 
k > 2 is such that cos^ < -(1 + then e~°'*{rnj * G)(<) is d.R.i. Note that 
a 
the conditions {F 3) and {F 5) are satisfied trivially because f is d.R.i. Hence we 
conclude that 
Z,(t) 
4M 
N{0,crj) as too • 
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4. SOME LIMIT THEOREMS FOR POSITIVE RECURRENT 
BRANCHING MARKOV CHAINS 
Let {Zn,n >0} be a supercritical Galton-Watson process evolving from 1 parti­
cle at time 0 with offspring law {pfe}. We superimpose on this process the additional 
structure of movement. That is, each particle moves according to a Markov chain. 
The Markov chain is assumed positive recurrent in the discrete state space case and 
Harris recurrent in the general state space case respectively. We prove first a law 
of large numbers for the empirical distribution of the position of particles and then 
discuss the large deviation aspects of this convergence. 
4.1 Some Preliminary Results 
Let h{s) *= E{s^^\Zo = 1) = Ist hn{s) be the nth iterate of h for 
n > 1. Then 
Proposition 4.1 hn{s) — E{s^"\Zo = 1) and hn{s) —> q, for 0 < s < 1 where q is 
the smallest root in [0,1] of h{s) = s. 
We have the following rate of convergence of hn{s). 
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Proposition 4.2 Let po = 0, pi >0. Then g = 0 and there exists 0 < < oo such 
that 
iilS, = £ 9is' = Qis) < oo, /or 0 < s < 1. (4.1) 
Pi i=o 
Further, Q(s) is the unique solution of the functional equation 
Q{h{s)) = piQ{s), 0 < s < 1, 
subject to 
Q{0) = 0, g'(0) = l. (4.2) 
For the proofs of Proposition 4.1 and 4.2, see Athreya and Ney(1972). 
Let {Xn,n = 0,1,2, •••} be a Markov chain on {E,S) with transition function 
P(-, •) : £? X £ —»• [0,1]. The hitting time of a set .4 € £ is defined by TA = inf {n; n > 
1, Xn e >1}. A nonnegative naeasure v on {E,£) is called stationary for P if i/ is 
<r-finite and i/P = u, i.e., 
J P{x, A)v{dx) = v{A) for all A^S. 
If the state space is discrete, say, E =• Z'^ = {0,1,2, • • •}, we say that a state 
j is recurrent if Pj{Tj < oo) = 1 and positive recurrent if Ej{Tj) < oo. The period 
d = d{j) i s  t h e  p e r i o d  o f  t h e  r e c u r r e n t  t i m e  d i s t r i b u t i o n ,  i . e . ,  t h e  g r e a t e s t  i n t e g e r  d 
such that Pj{Tj e Ld) = 1, where Lj. = {</, 2d,2d, • • •}. If d = 1, j is called aperiodic. 
It is known that if the chain is irreducible then all the states have the same period. 
The following three propositions about positive recurrent Markov chain are parts of 
the standard textbook literlature(see Hoel, Port and Stone(1972), for example). 
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Proposition 4.3 If a Markov chain {X„, n = 0,1,2, • • •} is irreducible, and positive 
recurrent, there exists a unique stationary distribution j t  given by 
Proposition 4.4 Suppose that a Markov chain {Xn,n = 0,1,2, •••} is irreducible 
positive recurrent and aperiodic. Let ir = (xo,7ri,"*) be the stationary distribution. 
Then for each i 
00 
E \PIL - 'TjH 0. 
i=o 
where p\"^ = Pi{Xn = i). In particular, > tTj as n oo. 
The case «? > 1 can be reduced to the case d = 1 with the following 
Proposition 4.5 Consider an irreducible chain with period d > 1. Let i be some 
arbitrary hut fixed state and define for r = 0,1, • • • — 1 
Er = {j G > 0 for some n}. 
Then Eq,  • • *, ED -i partition E = into non-empty disjoint sets and if j G EK then 
Pj{Xi  e Ea+i)  =  1,  where ED = Eq .  
In the irreducible positive recurrent case, it is clear that {Xnd} is aperiodic positive 
recurrent on each Er, so it admits a unique stationary distribution concentrated 
on Er. If n is stationary for {X„}, by uniqueness of the stationary distribution we 
have 
Also the limiting behavior of p^J^ easily seen from if j,l € Er. 
Indeed, supposing that j G Er^ then = 0 for all n \{ k ^ ^r+aj whereas if 
K t -CT+S) Pjjfe ^ 
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When the state space is not discrete, we have the corresponding definitions and 
results. 
Definition 4,1 >1 Markov chain {Xnjn = 0,1,2, •••} is called Harris recurrent if 
there exists a a-finite measure <p on the state space {E,€) such that <p{Ao) > 0 
implies 
Px{tao < oo) = 1 for all x £ E. 
Note that any irreducible and recurrent countable state space Markov chain is Harris 
recurrent since <p may be chosen to be the delta measure on some state j. The 
following is an equivalent definition given by Athreya and Ney(1978). 
Definition 4.2 A Markov chain [Xn] n = 0,1,2, • • •} is called (i4o, £, y, no)-recurrent 
if there exist a set Aq E S, a probability measure (p on Aq, a real number e > 0, and 
an integer no > 0 such that 
Px{tao < oo) = Px{Xn € A for some n > 1) = 1, for all x e E 
Px{X„o E E) = P"°{x,B) > e(p{B), for all x£E and for all B C A. 
The set Ao is called a regeneration set. 
The following lemma proved by Athreya and Ney(1978) makes the limit theory for 
Harris chains easy via renewal theory. 
Lemma 4.1 (Regeneration Lemma) 
If {Xn\n = 0,1,2,-"} is {Ao,e,<p,no)-recurrent then there exists a random time N 
which is called the first regeneration time such that Px{N < oo) = 1 for all x and 
a{x,k,n) Px{Xn E AQ,Xn+i € Ai,... ,Xn+k E Ak,N = n) 
=  PxiN =  N ) F  Py{ X X E A ^ , . . . , X K E A K M D Y ) .  
J Ao 
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The Harris recurrent chain is called positive recurrent if E^{N) < oo. The regener­
ation lemma can be used to show the existence of a stationary measure for Harris 
recurrent chains. 
Proposition 4.6 For Harris recurrent chain {X„;n = 0,1,2, • • •} define 
•'(A) = B/Z I{X, e yl)) 
i=0 
where N is the first regeneration time as in Lemma 4-1- Then v is the unique(up to 
multiplicative constant) stationary measure for the chain. 
Since t^{E) = E^{N), we have the following immediate 
Corollary 4.1/1 stationary probability distribution x(*) for Harris recurrent chain 
{Xn, n = 0,1,2, • • •} exists if and if only E^{N) < oo, and in this case, 
^ '  u{E) 
Finally, we have the following ergodic theorem for a positive recurrent Harris chain 
whose proof can be found in Asmussen(1987). 
Proposition 4.7 Let {Xn,n = 0,1,2, •••} be {A, e,(p,l)-recurrent with a finite sta­
tionary IT distribution. Then the P^-distribution of Xn converges to ir in total varia­
tion norm. In particular, for each x, P^{x, A) —* x(A), as n oo for A ^  S. 
There is an extension of Proposition 4.7 to the (i4o, e, ( F ,  no)-recurrent case for no > 1 
in both the periodic and aperiodic cases. The proofs are in Athreya and Ney(1978). 
We close this section by proving some analytic results which are useful in later 
sections. 
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00 
Lemma 4.2 Let a„(s) = ^  anjs', a„,- > 0, s > 0. Suppose that for some 0 < SQ < 
3 = 0  
Ij an(so) < oo for all n> I and that lim„_»oo OnC^) = o(s) < oo for 0 < s < SQ . Then 
there exist Oj > 0, j = 0,1,2, • • • such that for each j = 0,1,2, • • •, lim„_KX) Onj = Oj 
and 
00 
a(s) = Cjs' for 0 < s < SQ . 
i=o 
PROOF. Fix 0 < < < So. Since a„j > 0 and a„(<) -• a{t) < oo, there exists a 
constant 0 < C < oo, such that 
|an(-?)| < Onit) < C 
for all \z\ < t and all n. Thus {an{z)',n = 1,2, •••} is a family of functions that 
are analytic and uniformly bounded on {z; \z\ < i}. So by a theorem on normal 
families(see Rudin(1987) p 282) an{z) converges to a{z) uniformly on {z; l^] < f'} 
for each 0 < t' < < and so a{z) is analytic on {z; \z\ < t} and hence on {\z\ < so}-
Hence we may write a{z) as power series, i.e., there exist aj,j = 0,1,2, • • • such that 
OO 
a{z) = ^ ajZ^ for j^l < SQ . Furthermore, 
J=0 
•^an{z) -+ uniformly on {z; \z\ < <} for 0 < < < 5o-dz dz 
Hence for any i > 1, 
d^ 
•^an{z) -^a{z) uniformly on {z\ \z\ < for 0 < i < so-DZ^ DZ^ 
In particular, for any j > 1 
d' d' 
flni = ^a„(z)|«o = «i-
• 
Now fix an integer k>2. 
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Corollary 4.2 Let g^isk) = Ejgz+ an(j)st. an(j) > 0, 6 C'^, where Sk = 
(si,-••)«*)> Cfc =Msjfe e [0,1]''; ||sfc|| < 1}, ||sfc|| = supi<,<fc5f. /Issume 
fl'n(sfc) ff(sjfe) < c» as n oo /or a// s*, G Cj^. 
Then there exist a(j) for} G Zj suc/i that 
9ISK) = X) ^ C /t' 
j€Z+ 
and 
On(j) a(j) AS n 00. 
PROOF. It is enough to show for k = 2. Fix 0 < 52 < 1 and put /«„,32(51) = 
5n(5i,32), ^52(51) = fl'(5i,52)- Then for 0 < 5i < 1 
00 hn,32(^1) = Y1 h.,j{si) aS U ^ OO. 
jl=Q 
where = 'L'^=o<^niji,j2)s2- So by Lemma 4.2, there exist 65201) ^ 0) ii = 
0.1.2, • • • such that for each ji 
K'iUi) as n-* 00 
1.e., 
CO 
X] an(;i,i2)52' 6,2(71) 
J2=0 
and 
5(51,52) = hs^isi) = ^ (4.3) 
3 1 = 0  
Since Cjj(52) 6,2(^1) < 00 for 0 < S2 < 1, Lemma 4.2 gurantees again the existence 
of o(ji, j^) > 0,^2 = 0,1,2, • • • such that for each ji = 0,1,2, • • • 
A N I J I J I ) A { J I , J 2 )  as re-> 00 
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and 
Cii(s2) = a(ii>i2)4'- (4.4) 
J2=0 
Combining (4.3) and (4.4) we get 
jj =0^2=0 
Corollary 4.3 Let Aoo {j G Z+; j,- = 0 except for finite i}, Coo '= {s G Roo', 0 < 
Si < 1, for all i = 1,2, •••}. and C'^ ^ {s G Coo;||s|| < 1} where ||s|| = sup,>is,-. 
Suppose that a„(j) > 0, for all j G Aoo,n > 0. //fl'„(s) = Eje^ioo On(j)s^ ff(s) for 
s G C^, then there exist a(j), j G Aoo such that 
lim a„(j) = a(j). 
n—^ 00  ^  ^' 
Furthermore if for some 0 < sq < 1 9n{s) = Zje^ioo <^n(j) fi'(s) uniformly on 
{s G Co©; l|s|| < So} then 
g{s) = Y, aO)®" for Ikll < so-
j€>4oo 
PROOF. Let Ao = {0}, and for r > 1, let = {j G Aoo', jr  ^  0 js  = 0 for s > r}. 
Then Ar, r = 0,1,2, • * • partition Aoo- That is, i4rny4, = 0 if r 7^ 5 and Ur>o>ir = -^oo-
Let Sr = (si, • • •, Srj 0, • • •), 0 < Si < 1, i = 1, • • •, r, then for 0 < < < 1 
9n{tSr) = )<' 
1=0 fc=ljeylfc,ljl=( 
gitSr)-
So Lemma 4.2 says that there exists b{l, Sr) such that 
9{iSr) = f^b(l,Sr)t' (4.5) 
1=0 
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and for each / > 0 
i2 H an(j)si* •••4*&(^Sr) as n-+oo. (4.6) 
fc=ije-4fc,lj|=/ 
Since the lefthand side of (4.6) is a multinomial in si, • • •, st, so is the limit, i.e., there 
exists a(j) for j G Ajt, with |j| = /, 0 < fc < r such that a„(j) —* a(j) and 
fc=ij€yJ*,|j|=/ 
So we have by (4.5) 
9{TSR) = X)(I^ E • • • 4*)^'-
'=0 ':=Xj€>lfc,LjN 
Now assume that there is 0 < so < 1 such that fl'n(s) converges to g{s) uniformly on 
{s G Coo;l|s|| < 5o}- We want to show ^(s) = a(j) s". Let e > 0 be given, 
then by hypothesis there exists no = no(s, e) such that for n > no and for all r > 1 
and 0 < < < 1 
g n { t s ) - €  <  g { t s )  < gni t s )  +  e  
g n { t S r ) - e  <  g { t S r )  <  g n i t S r )  +  e .  
So by the monotone convergence theorem 
hm Iflf(^s) - 5(<Sr)| < Jim |5„(fs)-£f„(<sr)| + 2e = 2e. 
Since e > 0 is arbitrary, we conclude that 
g{ts) = Jiim g{tSr) 
1=0 fc=lj6>l*,lj|=/ 
Letting < t 1, we get 
g{s) = X] oU)®"-
j€^oo 
• 
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4.2 Discrete State Space Case 
Consider a supercritical Galton-Watson process evolving from 1 particle at time 
0 with reproduction law {pj}. Suppose that for each i the offspring of a particle 
located at site i choose their positions independently of each other according to the 
probability distribution Thus the matrix P = ((Pij)) is a stochastic matrix 
that governs the motion. 
4.2.1 Notations, Definitions, and Assumptions 
Notations 
(N 1) Coo = {s = (so, 5i, 52, • • •); 0 ^ •s« i =0, 1,2, •••} 
•^00 = {i = (^07 h, ii, • • •); h G = 0 except for finite 
(N2) 0 = (0,0,.--), 1 = (1,1,---) 
ej = (0, • • •,0,1,0, • • •) 1 on the {j + l)th coordinate. 
(N 3) |ls|| = supj->o l^il> |i| = io + + ia H • 
(N4)  c ; ,  =  {seCoo; | | s | |< l}  
(N 5) For s e Coo and for i € i4oo, s* = Sq si'52 ' " • 
(N 6) For any matrix A its transpose will be denoted by A^. 
Definitions 
(D1) Zn,i = the number of particles at site j in the nth generation. 
(D2) Z„ = {Znfl, Z„,i, Zn,2, • • •) the population vector in the nth generation 
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(D 3) Tn = o-{Zo, Zi, • • •, Z„) the <T-algebra generated by the population vector of the 
first n generation. 
(D4) Zn = |Z„| = the total population in the nth generation 
Z • (D 5) Gn,j = = proportion of particles in site j at the nth generation. 
00 
(D6) h{s) = E{s^^ |Zo = 1) = hn{s) = the nth iterate of h. 
j=o 
(D7)  TL = EIZ^\ZO = L) = f: J P J .  
j=o 
(D8) Wr, = —, ly = lim W„ a.s. 
n-*oo 
(D9) For each i = 0,1,2, • • •, /',(•) = P{-\ZQ = e,) the probability measure for the 
process with Zq = e,- and £{{•) = E(-\ZQ = e,) the corresponding expectation. 
(DIO) p..(j) = P,(Zi=j)  
( D l l )  F o r  S  e  Coo, /n,(s) = fn(s) = (/n,o(s),/„,l(s),/n.2( s ) , - • • ) ,  " > 1  
fo(s) = s, f(s) = fi(s). 
(D12) = a,j = Dii(0), = Ai(l-) 
A = ((o«))3lo. M = ((rav))S^. 
(D13) {X„; n = 0,1,2, • • •} a Markov chain with transition matrix P. 
Remark 4.1 
1. is the simple Gallon-Watson process with offspring probability generating 
function h. 
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2. K{3) = E{S^R,\ZO = 1), FN+IIS) = f(f„(8)). 
3. Since a,j = Pi{Zi = Cj) = piPij, rriij = Ei{Zi,j) = fiPij, we have 
A = piP, M = ^P. 
4.2.2 Law of Large Numbers 
We make the following assumptions throughout this chapter, 
(i) Po = 0, 1 < f i< CO. 
(ii) E^iO'log i)pj < oo. 
and we assume throughout this section that P is irreducible and positive recurrent. 
Since P is irreducible and positive recurrent, there exists a unique stationary proba­
bility measure tt = (xq, tti, 7r2, • • •) for P, 
00 
J2iriPij = TTj, for j = 0,1,2,-
1=0 
Theorem 4.1 Suppose that P is aperiodic, then for each j = 0,1,2, • • • 
G p r  n,j > TTj as n —> OO. 
PROOF. By the additive property of branching process, we have 
zn+™,i=i:i:zs (4.7) 
t=0 1=1 
where is the number of particles in the (n -|- m)th generation that are on the 
site j who are descendents of /th particle on the site i in the nth generation. Note 
that conditioned on .F„, {Zjn% i = 0,1,2, • • • / = 1,2, • • •} is a family of independent 
random variables v;hich is independent of Z„, and 
£(22) = E{Z^J\ZO = ei) = RFIF-
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We decompose Zn+mj as follows 
00 Zn.i 
= E E(2m] - + I:I'"'ZULIR' - "I) + i=0 1=1 1=0 
So 
i:l:(c-"zS - 4"')+EG»..(4"' - "I)+"J 
t=0 1=1 1=0 
^N+MJ — 7 . 
i-0 i-1 
OO 
where 2^'^ = ^ By Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 (see Chapter 2 p29) we have 
J=0 
for any m > 1, 
^ 0  a s  n - ^ o o  ( 4 . 8 )  
,=0 1=1 
- 1) -^0 as n-^oo (4.9) 
.=0/=1 
So it is enough to show that for any e > 0 
limsuplimsupP(| VG„,,(Pij^^ — 7rj)| > e) = 0 
m-»oo n—>00 
Let e > 0, ^ > 0 be given. Choose ? J ( S )  >  0  such that 
F(IV < 7/) < S/2 (4.10) 
and choose K = K(£,S,7J) such that 
00 
X) TF < (£ST})/4. (4.11) i=K+l 
Then 
i=0 :=0 
+^•(1 E  G N M P F ^  F T )  i=K+l 
~ ONM "i" ^nmj Say. 
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Choose mo such that for m > mo 
sup - TjI < e/2 0<i<K 
then 
t=0 1=0 ^ 
So anm = 0 for all n > 1 if m > mo. On the other hand, 
= P{\ E - Tj)l > e/2) i=K+l 
< PI\ E Gn..(/^|,"'^-Ti)|>e/2,iy„>7?) + P(W^„< 
i=A'+l 
< P( £ Z„,i > |w") + P(W. < ,) 
•=/f+l ^ 
5 E Zn.O + WS'!) 
Taking limit we see that from (4.10) and (4.11) that for m > mo 
limsup6„„,<— E + + 
n—>00 £TJ 4 2 
Hence for m > mo 
limsupP(|(G„P'")j — TTjl > e) < ^. 
n—t-oo 
Since 5 > 0 is arbitrary, the proof is completed. 
Theorem 4.2 Let P be aperiodic. Suppose 
(A 1) sup — TTjl0 as m —> CO. i 
Then for each j = 0,1, • • • 
Gn,j TTj as n —* ( X .  
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PROOF. Due to (4.8) and (4.9) it suffices to show that 
limsup limsup | ^  — ;rj)| = 0 a.s. (4.12) 
m—>00 n-+oo 
Given £ > 0 choose mo such that for m > mo 
sup - ttjI < e. 
t 
Then for any n 
i=0 1=0 
Being e > 0 arbitrary we have (4.12). • 
If P is periodic with period d > 2, there is a partition Eo, JSi, • • •, Ed-i of Z"*" 
and on each Er there is a stationary measure of {Xnd', n = 0,1, • • •}. Further if 
j ^ Eff k S Ey^s, 
as n-yoo, 
and we have the following theorem which can be proved in a similar way with Theorem 
4.2. 
Theorem 4.3 Let P be periodic with period d > 2. Suppose that for each j G 
Er, r = 0,1, • • •,— 1 sup.gjj^ — Tjl 0 as n —* oo, and the process starts 
with one particle in state k G EQ . Then for j E ER 
Gnd+r,j as n -> oo. 
4.2.3 Large Deviation 
Now we study the decay rate of P{\Gn,j — Tjl > e). We begin with the following 
simple 
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Lemma 4.3 Assume 0 < pi < 1. Then for any s G there exists a constant 
C = C(||s||) such that 
l|fn(s)|| < Cpl 
PROOF. Note that /n,i(s) = < ^n(||s||). So 
PI PI 
where Q is the limit function given by Proposition 4.1. Since Q(||s||) is finite for 
||s|| < 1, there exists C(||s||), such that 
i^<C(||s||). 
PI 
• 
Theorem 4.4 Assume 0 < pi < 1. Then there exists Q = {QO,QI, • • •); Roo 
such that 
^^-»Q(s)<oo for seC^ 
and Q is the unique solution to the vector equation 
Q(f(s))=piQ(s) (4.13) 
subject to 
Q(0) = 0, Q'(0) = n', (4.14) 
where 11 = ((11,j)), 11,j = irj /or i, j = 0,1,2, • • •. 
PROOF. Fix s e C^. Since po = 0, i'«(0) = 0. So we can write for i = 0,1,2, • • •, 
/.(s) = E Piiiy 
JG^OO 
= (ctioSo + Ojl-Sl + • • •) + E 
je>ioo,|j|>2 
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EquivaJently, we have the following vector equation 
f(s) = sB + g(s) (4.15) 
where B = A', ^(s) = (5o(s),flfi(s), • • •), and flf,(s) = Eje/ioo,lil>2Iterating 
(4.15) we get 
fn(s)=sB"+2g(fn_fc_i(s))B'= 
fc=0 
Hence 
_ , 5 !4 .1V 8 (W) .B  
.n ~ ».n „ Zw „k ) Pi Pi Pi ^0 Pi Pi 
Since ||g(s)|| < (1 -px)||s||2 
it=o Pi k=0 Pi 
< (1 - Pi)C(||s||)^5Zpi by Lemma 4.3 k=0 
< oo 
So we apply the dominated convergence theorem to with counting measure to get 
l imM =  +  
p? Pi pj 
= Q(s), say. 
From the definition of Q, it is easy to see that Q(s) < c» for ||s|| < 1, Q(0) = 
0, and Q'(0) = 11'. Furthermore 
C!(f(s)) = f (s)n'+ i f: 
Pi k=0 Pi 
= (sB + g(s))n'+ £ by (4.15) 
= p,(sn' + lf;I^^n') 
Pi Pi 
= piQ(s). 
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As for uniqueness, let Q*(s) an<iQ^(s) be two solutions of (4.13) satisfying (4.14). 
Then for each z = 0,1,2, • • •, 
l«!W-P?WI = ^lOKfW) - 0?(f(s))l 
< C(||s||){|,r,-5p5j^| + K-^f5M|} (4.16) 
/n,i(S) /n,i(s) 
Since /n,j(s) —»• 0 as n —» oo, for fc = 1,2, 
/n.j(s) dSj 
Thus from (4.16) we conclude for each i = 0,1,2, • • •, |(3|(s) — Qf(s)| =0. • 
Theorem 4.5 Assume 0 < pi < 1. Then there exist 9,(j), for i G Z"*", j G Aoo such 
that for each i = 0,1,2 ,  •  •  • ,  
(i) Qi{j) = 9.(j)s^, s G C'^ 
jG>loo 
=9 ' ( j ) ,  j e / l oo .  
PROOF. Since ^ converges uniformly to Q(s) for ||s|| < 
fc=o PI 
5o, 0 < So < 1. Since z= ^ we have the theorem by Corollary 
P^ je/ioo Pi 
4.3. • 
Now let £ = • • •) be a bounded sequence of positive real numbers. Then 
for an aperiodic P we have that 
^ /I pr 
— £ • TT —y 0 cis n —> oo. 
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Theorem 4.6 Let 0 < pi < 1 and assume P is aperiodic. Further assume 
(A 2) sup ^ — tTjI ^ 0 as m—*oo 
»• i=o 
OO (A 3) there exists r > 1 such that < oo and (f pi > 1. 
3=0 
Then for each e > 0, there exists mo such that for all m> mo 
£ • Z which is finite and positive and where <^(j,m,£) = P(| *" — I • -K] > e|Zo = j) 
and gi(j) = lim —11, 
n-*cx> pn 
PROOF. Without loss of generality i is not a multiple of the vector 1. By condition­
ing on Z„ we have 
^n+m ^n+m 
=  J ]  p ( l£^=± i -£ .x l>£ | z„  =  j )p , ( z„= j )  
je.4«, 
i * z Consider the event { „  —  I  -  -K >  e )  conditioned on {Zn = j}. Recall 
^n+m 
oo ^n,i 
z„+„ = E E zii'i. 
1=0 1=1 
Now 
£ Zn+m > £ . ^  ^ ^ . 2^^^ > (£ . TT + e)Z„+m 
"n+m 
^  ^Z„+^-£ . ( jM ' " )  
> (^  TT + e)(Z„+^  - 1. (jM-)) + (£. TT + £)(1. (jM-)) - £. (jM-) 
«. (£-(£.^ + «)1)?!±!L1|M!:1>((/.x + £)1-«).J^ (4.17) 
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Choose mo such that for m > mo 
3=0 
Then 
( ( ^ •7 r  +  e)l - jP 
m oo 
2(2|WI+^)' 
Jr p(m) 
(4.18) 
1=0 
oo 
r=0 
= • TT + £ - ei)iri + ]^ (£ • IT + £-£,) Z) " ^i) 
r=0 IJI «=0 «=0 
oo • oo 
> £-(2||«||+£)S:feEl''rr'-''i| 
r=0 Ul «=0 
>1 by (4.18). 
£ • Z 
Combining (4.17) and (4.19) we see that for m > mo, 
imply together 
or equivalently, 
Put 
•'n+m 
(4.19) 
— i 'V>e  and  Z„ = j 
(4.20) 
1 00 Ji oo 7(t7) p 
IJ I t=0 /=1 rsrO 
oo 7(*0 
,7? = £(^'1)=, 
sf = ty^ 
1=1 
(4.21) 
Since 
|l'ii!'l<(2|WI+s)(M'n.. + l)-
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we see from the assumption (A 3) that 
sup £(!'£))"• <00, (4.22) 
t 
It is also easy to see from (4.22) by Holder's inequality that 
a' = sup AJ < 00 (4.23) 
t 
Since = 1,2, • • •} are i.i.d. we can find finite constants B such that for any 
i = 1 ,2 , - - - ,  n = 1 ,2 , - - - ,  
due to the following Proposition which is a special form of Burkholder-Davis-Gundy 
inequality(Chow and Teicher(1988) p409). 
Proposition 4.8 Let { X j ;j > 1} be independent with E X j  =  0 and Oj = E X J  <  00 
n for all j > 1. Let = ^ Xj. If there exists r > 1 such that 
i=i EXf < 00 for all j = 1,2, • • • then there exist constant B depending only on r such 
that 
E\SN?'<BS': + BY^E\XJ\'\ 
i=i 
(4.24) along with (4.22) and (4.23) establishes that 
SII) 2-
K = sup E 
t,n y/n < 00 (4.25) 
where 5^'^ is as in (4.21). So 
i ' ( ^^^ -^ -7 r>£ |Z„= j )  
"n+mo 
< + by (4.20) 
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oo g{*) 
<  ] ^ ( f )  by  Markov  inequa l i t y .  ( 4 .26 )  
Now let 
5. = 5j;\ and r„ = X:5.-, 
1=1 
then t n  = Var{ T n )  = Y ! , h = i j i ^ h  By the Proposition 4.8 there exists a constant 
C7(depending only on r) such that 
E(.N') < C(£JICFR+CJ:E(\SIR) 
1=1 i=l 
= CIT.JK'IY+<^'TIIEIAN 
1=1 i=l VJ« 
< + by (4.25) 
1=1 
Note that Er=i jT = E?=i Jr'ji < lir"' E?=13i = lir. So we get 
E{T^n<Cic^' + I<m'. (4.27) 
Hence from (4.26) and (4.27) we arrive at 
^n+nio « ^ 1 
^n+mo 
for some constant Co in (0,oo). So 
1 
Pi ^n+mo 
je>loo •^n+mo Pi 
< Co ^ 1  P i iZn= j )  
- PI 
Co EjZ-n 
PT P? 
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Since 
where Q is as in Proposition 4.1 and k { s )  =  |loga|'"~V5, (see Athreya(1994) for 
proof) by the generalized Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem we have 
—JL—P (^ ^"+"*0 
pU+mo A ^ P i C r i  ^  "  - i - T > e )  
n+mo 
^ p /^ ' ^n+mo f TT ^ r\7 — ~ j )  
^  2^ n -7  ^•7 r>e |Z„= j )  
Pi JEAOC PI 
i IE <?^i(j>"io,£)9.(j) (4.28) 
Pi je/ico 
where <^i(j, mo, e) = -  i  •  i r  >  e|Zo = j). 
^mo 
Similar calculation prevails for the other part, i.e., 
l _^ (£Z j^  -  £ •  TT <  - e )  ^  53 ^2( j ,  mo ,e )g . ( j )  ( 4 .29 )  
Pi "n4«Tn.ft Pi i 
• Ztoo 
where (F>2I3,MO,£) = P{ '"° - - W < -e|Zo = j). So (4.28) and (4.29) imply 
^IRIQ 
together 
1  p^ ( l_^n+3^_^ .^ |>^ )_^  1  ^  
Pi ^n+mo Pi 
where ^(j,mo,e) = P { f  - ^ • x| > ejZo = j). • 
^mo 
4.3 Continuous State Space Case 
Suppose the particles are in R. We form a branching Markov process in the 
followin g  w a y .  A s s u m e  a n  i n i t i a l  a n c e s t o r ,  w h o  f o r m s  t h e  z e r o t h  g e n e r a t i o n ,  i s  a t  x .  
It produces offspring according to offspring generating function h{s) = and the 
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offsprings choose their positions with probability distribution P(x, •) independently 
of each other. The particles in the nth generation give birth independently of the 
one another and of the preceding generations to form the (n + l)th generation and 
a particle whose parent is at y on its death moves according to P{y,-). Let be 
the point process describing the positions of particles alive in the nth generation 
where superscript x indicate that the ancestor is on position x at time 0. Thus Z' 
is a random locally finite counting measure on R and Z^(A) denotes the number of 
particles in the nth generation which are in A. We write for Z° and |Z„| for 
ZNIR). 
4.3.1 Notations and Definitions 
Notations 
(N 1) For a Borel measurable function s;R—* R, ||j|| = sup^ |"S(x)|, whereas ||i/|| is 
the total variation of i/ for a signed measure v on R. 
(N 2) 5 = {5|s; R —> [0,1] Borel measurable}, 5' = {s e S\ ||s|| < 1} 
(N 3) For a measure v on R and for a measurable function f]R—*R, u{f) = f fdv. 
(N  4 )  Cj^{R) =  { / ; /  i s  a  con t inuous  func t ion  f rom R to R^ with compact support}. 
(N 5) B{y, 5) = {a; e R\ |x - t/| < ^}. 
(N 6) ifc = € R''. 
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Definitions 
(D1) {xi, • • • ,x\z„\} is the enumeration of the positions of the particles in the nth 
generation. 
(D2) For Xk € R '', mj^is the point process I^j. 
(D3) For a Borel set B, G„(B) = 4^-\ZN\ 
(D 4) For a measurable function f;R—^R, 
U f )  =  f  /(x)Z„(<Jx) = E/fe), = EAZM)). 
^ )»i 
(D5) Laplace functional = ^z„ of the point process Zn is defined as 
^n{f){x) = E.{exp{ - Z n {m, 
where /; i? is a Borel measurable function. 
(D6) Probability generating functional = ^Zn of the point process is defined 
as 
$„(s)(x) = ^n(-logs)(x) = E^{exp{J \ogs{y ) Z n{dy))), 
for 5; /? —> [0,1] Borel measurable. 
(D 7) {Xn, n = 0,1, • • •} is a Markov chain on R with transition distribution P(-, •). 
{ D S )  P ''+\x, B ) =  J P ' '{y, B ) P {x,dy) for n > 1. 
We recall the following proposition from Harris(1963). 
I l l  
Proposition 4.9 For any Borel measurable f;R-* 
^n+m(/)(a:) = '®n(- log 1'„(/))(x), n, m = 0,1, • • •. 
Remark 4.2 From this proposition it is easy to see that the probability generating 
functional form a semigroup in n, i.e., 
$n+m(s) = <&n($m(5)) for 71, m = 0,1, • • • . 
4.3.2 Law of Large Numbers 
We assume throughout this section that the underlying movement chain {X„; n = 
0,1, • •  •} on i? is  {AO,E, Ai, l)-recurrent with stationary measure 7r(-)  for some AQ, 
Theorem 4.7 Assume for each compact set K, 
sup ||P'"(x, •) — 7r(')|| —> 0 as m-* oo. XEK 
Then for any Borel set A 
G n { A )  7r(A) as n oo. 
PROOF. By the branching property we may write 
= (4.30) 
where Z m { A )  is the number of particles in A  in the (n + m)th generation which are 
in the line of descent initiated by a particle of position Xj in the nth generation. It is 
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well-known that conditioned on {xj] j  = 1,• • • { Z m { A ) ' , j  = are 
independently distributed. Starting from (4.30) we have the identity 
„-m 1 \Zn\ 
Trivially, 
+7^  +'(.A) L^NL J=I 
= a„(m, A )  +  b n ( m , A ) - j-7r ( A ) ,  say. 
^ a„(m,A) + b n(m,A) + ir(A) 
a„(m,i?) + l • 
Since sup |/i — P'"(xj,A ) l  <  fi + Ij we see from Lemma 2.2 and 
Lemma 2.3 that for any m > 0 
sup a„(m, A) 0 as n —* oo. (4.32) A 
So it is enough to show that given £ > 0 
1 l^nl 
limsupIimsupi'(T^| ^ {P^{xj,A) — 7r(A)}| > e) = 0 (4.33) 
m-K» n-»oo \Zn\ j_i 
Let e > 0, 6 > 0 be given. Choose r j { S )  >  0 such that 
P{W < T ] ) <  6/2 (4.34) 
a n d  choose K = K{£,6,r]) such that 
"(IK) < ^  (-L-AS) 
where IK = [—K,K]. Then 
^ (7? l l i : ( ^ " f e . ^ ) - ' ( ' 4 ) ) l>e )  <  P(T^.\Y,{P'^(XI,A)-'^(A))\>EL2) 
\^n\  j=i l^nl xj^lK 
+''(7^1 '£,(P"'(':I,A)-^(A))\>€L2) 
~ Cjim "I" ^nm ? Say • 
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Now choose mo such that for m > mo 
sup A) - ir(y4)| < e/2. (4.36) 
XEIK 
Then for m > mo it is immediate that Cnm = 0. On the other hand 
< P{^^>^.W.>V) + P(.W„<N) 
^ 7HE{MIF!)) + P(W.<V) 
Taking limit we have from (4.34) and (4,35) that for m > mo 
lim sup 4m < -x(/^) + P { W  < r i ) <  ^ ^ (4.37) 
n-n» £7} BT] i Z 
Hence for m > mo 
limsupP(j^| A) - ff(A))| > e) < 5. 
n-*oo |Z„| 
Being ^ > 0 arbitrary we have shown (4.33) and so the proof is completed. • 
Corollary 4.4 Suppose for each compact set K {Pm{x, A), m = 0,1, • • •} is equicon-
tinuous in x on K. Then 
Gn(A) 'i'(A) a s  n —» oo. 
PROOF. Given e > 0, ^ > 0 choose T f ( S )  >  0 and K  =  K { e , S , T ] )  satisfying (4.34) 
and (4.35) respectively. Then we have seen that for any m > 1 lim sup„_^oo dnm < 
Now we show that Cnm = 0 for large m. Since P'"(x, A) is uniformly equicontinuous 
on the compact set IK, there exists ^' > 0 such that for any m > 1 
|P"'(s, A) - P'"(y, A)| < e/4 if \x - y\ < 6' and x,y E IK- (4.38) 
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By the compactness of Ifc we can find yi," • ,yi £ Ik such that 
l K C [ j B { y i , S ' )  
i=l 
and for each x € IK can find x' E {j/i, • • •, yi} such that \x' — ®| < 6'. Now choose 
mo such that for m> mo 
sup A) - 7r(A)| < e/4. (4.39) 
i<i<' 
Then for m > mo 
1,^ E {P"(;r„/l)-T(/l))| 
l-^nl 
XJEIK 
< E (f + j) by (4-38) and (4,39) 
I ^ I 27ji€//v 
< -
- 2 
So Cnm = 0 for m > mo. Hence for m > mo 
1 l^nl 
limsupP(T—|^(P'"(a;j,>l)-7r(/l))| > e) < 6. 
n-+oo \£tn\ 
Being ^ > 0 arbitrary the proof is completed. • 
Theorem 4.8 Assume that for any Borel set A 
(A 4) sup |P'"(s,>l) — 7r(/l)|0 as m—* oo. 
Z  
Then for any Borel set A 
Gn{A) 'r(i4) as n oo. 
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PROOF. Recalling (4.31) and (4.32) it suffices to show that 
1 l^nl 
limsuplimsupr^-T — 7r(A)} = 0. (4.40) 
m-foo n- K X )  j U n l  
Given e > 0 choose mo such that for m > mo 
sup \P"^{x, A) — ir(i4)| < e 
X  
So for m > mo and for all n > 1 
l^n l  j= i  
which establishes (4.40). 
4.3.3 Large Deviation 
Lemma 4.4 Assume 0 < pi < 1. Then for s € S', there exists a constant C = 
C ( | | 5 l | )  s u c h  t h a t  f o r  a l l  n > \  
l l ^n (3 ) | | <Cp? .  
PROOF. Note that 
$„(5)(x) = E:,{exp{J  \ogs{y ) Z n {dy ) ) )  
^n(^)('g) ^ —> Q(||s||) as n —* oo, where Q is given by Proposi-
Pi Pi 
tion 4.2. Now choose a constant c such that 
^n(g)(a:) ^ gg(||g||) for 3,11 n > 1. 
Pi 
Pu tC( |H | )  =  c (? ( |H | ) .  •  
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The next theorem gives the rate of convergence of the probability generating 
functional to 0 and is the key to the main result of this subsection contained 
in Theorem 4.11. 
Theorem 4.9 Suppose 0 < pi < 1. Then there exists A; 5' —> [0, oo) such that for 
all X E R 
lim MfM = A(6). 
n—+00 
PROOF. Let s e «S' be fixed. We write $„(s)(a:) as 
$i(5)(x) 
= J5i:(exp( j\ogs{y)Zi{dy))', \Zi \ = 1) + JS®(exp(J\ogs{y)Zi{dy)); \Zi \ > 2) 
=  P i  j s i y ) P { ^ , d y ) + 9 { s ) i x )  
^ni s ) {x )=p '^  J  s {y )P ' ' {x ,dy )  +  ' f2P i  ^  ' '  J  9 {^k i s ) ) { y )P" '  ^  
where g{s){x) = J5i(exp(/logs(i/)Zi(dj/)); \Zi\ > 2). Iterating we get 
n—1 
Ei 
a:=0 
So 
= I s{y)P^{x,dy) + - E / 
Pi J Pi Pi 
Since Hfl'Cs)!! < £?(||5||'^''; |^i| > 2) < (1—Pi)||s||^ we have by Lemma4.4. 
< (1 -p.)c(iMii)'f;pf < .x,. 
Jt=0 Pi fc=o 
From this it follows that 
n-oo pn J  P l k = 0 - '  P i  
= A(5), 
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by the dominated convergence theorem. • 
Before we state the main theorem we prove the weak convergence of conditioned 
p o i n t  p r o c e s s  { Z „ |  | Z „ |  = k}. 
Theorem 4.10 Define ^n,k = {Zn\\Zn\ — k), then for each k = 1,2, • • •, there esists 
a point process (k such that 
^n,k - ^6  as n  00. 
PROOF. Let s E S and 0 < ^ < 1. Then ts E S' and so 
= f] £^a:(exp( y log3(yKn,fc((^y)))^^*^"i~ Pi k^o J Pi 
—* A(is) 
Appealing to Lemma 4.2 we know that for fc = 0,1,2, • • • there exists Afc(s) such that 
OO 
= ^2 ^ k{s)t'' and 
fc=0 
Jim £;:p(exp( J  log = Afc(s). (4.41) 
Note that (4.41) is equivalent to 
\^E:,{exY>{J logs{y)^nAdy))) = = >'k{s)qk^ 
due to the Proposition 4.2. Now fix k and let / G C^{R). Since (n,k{f) = 
Ifix)(n,kidx) < k\\f\\ < oo, {^n,ife(/);n = 1,2,---} is tight and so is {^n,k]n = 
1,2, •••} (see Resnick(1987) pl53 Lemma 3.20). So given any subsequence {n"} C 
{n}, there is a further subsequence {n'} C {n"} and a point process such that 
Uk a- (4.42) 
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Now (4,42) implies (Resnick(1987) pl53 Proposition 3.19) that for any / 6 C^{R) 
(4-43) 
Let ^n,fc,/ be the Laplace transform of the random variable ( n , k i f )  then 
V'Jfe./(A) (4.44) 
where ipkjW is the Laplace transform of a random variable say. Noting that 
ipn,k,fW = ^in,ki^f) conclude from (4.43) and (4.44) 
V'fc./{A)=«C,(A/) = ^;(exp(-Aa(/))). 
So ^k{f) = ik,f by the uniqueness of Laplace transform. If is a limit of an­
other subsequence of {^n.fc}) then the same argument give us that |fc(/) = ^k,j-
That is, ^fc(/) = |fc(/) for any / G C^{R)- Hence ^^^(7) = for any 
/ ^ ^KiR) equivalently(see Resnick(1987) pl53 Proposition 3.19) ^k = ik- So 
^N,K 6 as n oo. •. 
The next theorem is a large deviation result for functional of the process under 
a moment hypothesis on the offspring distributions. 
Theorem 4.11 Let 0 < pi <1 .  Assume (A 3) and (A 4)- Then given e  > 0 and 
f',R—*R bounded measurable there exists mo such that for m > mo 
Jim - 7r(/)| > £) = ^  £ KA^K)P{^K G DXK), 
which is finite and positive and where qk = Jiin ^k = l-^nl = ^} 
and K,k{xk) = P(| - 7r(/) - e)\ > 0). 
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PROOF. With an abuse of notation we write Xk for the point process = I3j=i Ixj 
if it doesn't cause any confusion. By the branching property we may write 
j=i 
So given Zn = we have 
|«n+m| 
where 
+ ( t( / )  +  e )  Ej=i M^>(1) - E)=1 
1 * 
®i=l 
r 
J/m(Xife) = + £-/). 
i=l 
So 
Pi Pi TK^OJR" ' 
1 ^ 
where = -PCt > J/m(£jt))- Suppose for a while that <i>]„^k{^k) is a 
« ,= i  
continuous function of xjt in the vague topology on the point process space and 
= 0(i). (4.45) 
Then from (4.45) we have 
^ 1 f (|z.| = V) 
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and since 
^ 11 
P? P? ^ \ Z n Y ^  
1 rl 
-• :=;7—r / Q(5)fc(s)<Z5 < OO aS n -+ CXD 
1 (r) JQ 
I loc 51 ** ^ 
where k{s) = (see Athreya(1994) for proof), by the generalized dominated s 
convergence theorem we get 
= i £ 9^- L ^ (4-46) 
Pi fc=l 
Now we prove (4.45) in the next lemma. 
Lemma 4.5 Assume (A 3). Then there exists mo such that for m > mo 
K i f e ) l = 0 (i). 
PROOF. Choose mo such that for m > mo 
sup\BMX„))-K(f)\<c/2. (4.47) 
X  
First note that given Z„ = {Kno(®j)>i = !> * • •»fc} are independently distributed 
with mean 0. Since 
sup IK..(a:)| < (11/11 +1(/) + C)I^ + 1). 
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(A3)  imp l i e s  
K = snpE{Y,R.O{^))^'<oo-
X  
and so it follows from Holders inequality that 
= supi?(y,„o(®))^ < oo-
X  
By (4.47) we see that ymoi^k)  > e/2 and so that 
Via Proposition 4.8 we can find a constant C in (0, oo) such that 
ECTR^OMR < C{J:E(Y^(XI)N +C'TE\Y^(XI)F' 
i=i j=i j=i 
< Ck'w^ + CkK 
So there exists a constant Cr < oo such that 
sup sup E{-^ ^  K.oC^i))"' < C r  (4.49) 
k XI,  V« j=l 
(4.48) along with (4.49) proves lemma. • 
Next we prove (p^i^k) = Zm{f) > 0) is continuous in Xk. 
Lemma 4.6 Let f be a Borel measurable function. Then for any m > \ and for 
any Borel set B, P{Y,j=i (/) G B) is a continuous function of Xk in the vague 
topology on the point process space. 
PROOF. Fix a Borel measurable function / and Borel set B. Since rrix,, rriy^ if 
a nd only if Xk —»• yk coordinatewise it suffices to show that P(5Zj_i Zm if) e B) is 
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continuous in Xk coordinatewise. Suppose that (/) G B )  is continuous in x .  
Then by the independence of and 
P{Z'^ + ZS ^ B) = Jp(Z:;eB-r)P(ZS€dr) 
/P(Z« € S - r)P(Z» € ir) as xi yi and X2 —» y? 
by the generalized Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem 
= PIZY^ + ZY^EB) 
The same argument give us that for > 3, P{Ylj=I Zm{f) G B )  is continuous in 
Xk coordinatewise. In other words, to prove the lemma we need to show only that 
P{Z^{f) 6 B) is continuous in a; for m > 1. Now let {Xij,j = 1,2, • • •} be iid with 
PxiXu & B) = P{x,B). Then by the independece and by the generalized Lebesgue 
dominated convergence theorem we have 
Px(/(Xn) + /(Xi2)e5) = JPAfiX^l)eB-r)P,{f{X^2)edr) 
^  J P y { f i X r i ) ^ B - r ) P y { f { X r 2 ) e d r )  a s  x y  
=  P Y { F { X N )  +  F { X R 2 ) E B )  
The continuity of Px{Ylj=i f{Xij) G 5) for > 3 follows by induction. Since 
00 I t  P{Zt(f) £ B) = EptP.(Ef( X , i )  £ B) 
k=0 j=l 
P { Z i ( f )  G B )  is continuous in x  by bounded convergence theorem. Now suppose 
P{Z^(f) G B) is continuous in x. Recall that this implies P{Ylj=i Zmif) G B) is 
continuous in Xk. Since 
^'(z;+i(/) e B) = f; / P(Z Z'JU) e B)P.{^,^ 6 dit) 
k=0 j=l 
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we conclude that P{Z^+i{f) € B) is continuous in x by the generalized Lebesgue 
dominated convergence theorem and the lemma follows. • 
Arguing in exactly the same way as above we can show 
1  p^Zn+^M)  <^ ( / )_e )  
i L ^ as n OO (4.50) 
Pi k=i 
where <l>l,,k{^k) = /'(^ Ei=i i'mCxj) < -ym(ifc)). Combining (4.39) and (4.41) we 
arrive at 
> ^) = I E » L «>»..'.(«)/'(& E <E») 
" °°Pl l^n+mol Pi Jt=i 
where <f>^,k{ik) = P(i| E n.(x,)| > y,„(£fe)) = P{\^ Z^>(/ - 7r(/) - e)| > 0). • 
i=i i=i 
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